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MUSIC PRACTICES AND TEACHERS’ NEEDS FOR TEACHING MUSIC IN
PUBLIC PRESCHOOLS OF SOUTH KOREA
Youngae Lee
Dr. Wendy L. Sims, Dissertation Supervisor
ABSTRACT
The present study aimed to investigate the current music practices and teachers’
needs for teaching music in public preschools of South Korea. The data were obtained
from the public preschools in South Korea, and 66.7% (n = 606) of the total sample (N =
908) responded. The online survey consisted of 42 questions: a Likert-type scales, single
and multiple-choice responses, and open-ended questions. The 42 questions regarding the
current music practices of public preschools were divided into seven categories according
to question content. The majority of teachers stated that their lesson plans included group
music activities more than twice a week, lasting less than 30 minutes on average. The
most important reason indicated for including music in the curriculum was “enjoyment
and recreation.” Almost all teachers planned music curriculum with a weekly theme, and
they chose songs to complement the theme. Singing and finger play were reported to be
the most frequently occurring activities in public preschools. The teachers taught songs
with piano accompaniment or a CD, and several common CD collections for music
activities were revealed. Rhythmic instruments were the most accessible instruments in a
music center, but a piano was the most frequently used by teachers during circle time in
the classroom. Teachers identified a lack of ideas for music activity in preschools as a
difficulty. The majority of participants requested more applicable and thorough preservice
and inservice music education programs for preschool teachers.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

More children are enrolled in center-based childcare programs than ever before.
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, in 2006 as many as 69% of
children under 5 years of age attend center-based programs in the United States,
(http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d06/tables/dt06_042.asp?referrer=list), whereas Na,
Moon & Yoo (as cited in Clarke-Stewart, Lee, Allhusen, Kim & McDowell, 2006)
reported that 58% of preschool age children were enrolled in preschool or child care
centers in South Korea. There are several explanations for the large number of children
attending preschools or daycare centers. First, early childhood education has garnered
substantial attention since 1965 with the Head Start movement in United States. “In the
late 1980s Head Start embarked on the largest expansion in its history, continuing this
expansion into the 1990s with significant new services for families with infants and
toddlers.” (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997, p. 4). Another reason for large enrollment in
center-based programs can be found in South Korea, due to the low birth rate (“Korea:
Low Birth Rate and Ageing,” 2008). South Korean families include fewer children than
before, and as a result, parents spend more money on each child’s education than they did
in the past. Furthermore, because of economic growth, parents can afford to spend more
on education expenses than in the past, and are eager to find quality programs for their
young children. The statistics department in Korea reported that 2008 education expense
increased 15.7% as compared with 2007 and 52.3% compared with 5 years ago (see
http://www.higangsa.com/info/news_view.html?idx=446&page=).
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As a parent and a teacher in South Korea, I was bombarded with many new
commercial materials for young children every year. Private institutions are being created
throughout all of the provinces. It has been my experience that education is the most
discussed social issue in South Korea, and the age group targeted to receive quality
education is getting younger.
Because a substantial number of children under 5 years of age are spending more
time outside the home than ever before, responsibility for children’s nurturing and
education has shifted from home to preschool, and thus preschools have greater
responsibility for providing quality experiences. Children attending preschool deserve
quality experiences to encourage well-balanced development. Education for young
children is critical not only for each individual child, but also for society’s future.
If one considers that music is indispensible to young children’s lives, then turning
attention toward early childhood music education is essential. A growing body of
publications implies the importance of quality music experiences during the early years.
Just as in other fields of education, many music educators also, have emphasized the
critical period of children’s musical development. Levinowitz (1999) mentioned that
“children’s early years are a key time for musical growth, as well as for overall growth
through music” (p. 17), and in a later study (2001) declared early childhood to be a
golden age for music education because those years constitute a period of rapid change
and development. May (1985) found that first-grade students already were limited in their
music preferences, and thus well-balanced musical experiences at an early age would be
the cornerstone for enhanced musical development throughout life. A similar finding was
addressed in Carper’s study (2001). Carper, who researched pre-kindergartners and
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kindergartners, indicated that young children are very musically open-minded, but their
musical preferences can be modified during early childhood. Taken together, the results
of the two studies suggest that children should be exposed to various kinds of music
before entering elementary school, when they begin to establish musical likes and
dislikes. Bowles (1998) and Temmerman (2000) supported the existence of a critical
period to develop children’s interest in music activities. They found that children’s
interest in music activities decreases with age.
Other music educators offer further support for the importance of early music
experiences. Temmerman (1998) said that “children learn more, and more quickly in the
first few years of life than at any other time. These early years represent a significant
period of enhancing musical development, improving intellectual performance, and
establishing a base for future learning” (p. 33). Highlighting the importance of the
preschool years, Gordon (1999) stated, “It is necessary to emphasize that by the time
children enter school at the age of five or six, the most important time for them to
develop their music listening vocabularies has passed” (p. 43). Just as children enter
school with rich language and social experiences as preparation for formal learning, they
need rich early music learning experiences before school. Levinowitz and Gordon (1987)
emphasized that appropriate music instruction should be provided in early childhood. In
the past, music education was reserved for talented or gifted children; however, music
educators in recent decades have stressed the importance of music education for all
children. The prominent music educator, Zoltán Kodály, addressed the importance of
early musical experience as follows:
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Often a single experience will open the young soul to music for a whole
life time. This experience cannot be left to chance; it is the task of the
school to provide it. (Young, 1964, p. 83)
According to Gordon (1988, 1999; Levinowitz & Gordon, 1987), all children have
musical potential because they can speak a language, and he regarded the learning
processes to be the same for music and language. Similar to the ways that parents and
adults encourage young children’s natural language development by interaction, music
should be provided by adults for children in order to develop their musical abilities. The
Position Statement on Early Childhood Education of the MENC: the National
Association of Music Education (MENC, 1994), the largest music education association
in the United States, also supports the idea that “All children have musical potential.
Every child has the potential for successful, meaningful interactions with music”
(http://www.menc.org/about/view/early-childhood-education-position-statement).
In addition to establishing the importance of early childhood music education and
the critical period for music experiences, scholars and educators have investigated other
reasons for teaching music to young children. Basing their list on information from 100
textbooks, Peery, Peery, and Draper (1987) presented 10 reasons: (a) provides selfexpression and creative pleasure, (b) fosters motor and rhythmic development, (c)
develops an aesthetic sense, (d) teaches vocal and language development, (e) promotes
cultural heritage, (f) promotes cognitive development, (g) teaches social skills and group
skills, (h) promotes good self-esteem, (i) provides release of tensions and aggression, and
(j) develops musicians.
These 10 reasons can be reclassified according to intrinsic and extrinsic benefits.
The intrinsic benefits are related directly to musical development, which include
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developing self-expression and creative pleasure (Gordon, 1989; Peery et al., 1987),
emotional expression, and aesthetic enjoyment (Elliott, 1995; Flohr, 2005). Children can
express themselves and enjoy music throughout their lives. Because music has worth in
and of itself (Flohr, 2004) and the main goal of music education is to prepare children to
enjoy music throughout life, the intrinsic benefits should be the core element of early
childhood music education.
In addition to these intrinsic benefits, there are extrinsic benefits of music study
beyond the realm of music, including language, social, cultural, cognitive, and emotional
development. There is a substantial body of research that offers evidence of the extrinsic
benefits of early childhood music education. A number of studies have presented
evidence that early music instruction significantly enhanced cognitive development such
as spatial-temporal reasoning skills (Bilhartz, Bruhn, & Olson, 2000; Costa-Giomi, 1999;
Graziano, Peterson, & Shaw, 1999; Gromoko & Poorman, 1998; Rauscher, Shaw, Levine,
Wright, Dennis, & Newcomb, 1997; Rauscher, 1999; Rauscher & Zupan, 2000) and
language development (Chen-Hafteck, 1997; Gan & Chong, 1998; Moyeda, Gomez, &
Flores, 2006; Oberg, 1997). Furthermore, several studies have demonstrated that musical
experience helps with aspects of emotional and social development, such as self-esteem
(Oberg; Warner, 1999), relaxation (Devries, 2004; Marley, 1984), creativity (Gordon,
1989), and social skills (Devries), and focused children’s listening skills (Devries). Also,
music plays a therapetic role for children. Standley (2002) found that music helped
premature infants gain weight and shortened their hospital stay; likewise, Marley
indicated that the use of music helped hospitalized infants and toddlers relax and feel
more secure.
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Campbell and Scott-Kassner’s (2002) statement described music’s function for
young children well:
Music is one of life’s essential ingredients. For children, it is often the
substance of their playful exploration of and experimentation in the
world around them, the core of their socialization and expressive
communication with one another, and the refuge where they find peace,
joy, and fulfillment away from the worries of their young lives. (p. 2)
Although many music educators have emphasized the value of early childhood
music education, the way in which music experiences are presented is also a topic of
concern. Because the majority of young children spend daily time at center-based
programs and meaningful experiences for young children occur throughout the daily
routine of the center, the appropriateness of music instruction in the preschool and
daycare center must be underscored as well. Cass-Beggs (1990) drew attention to the
quality of early musical experience, stating that when first experiences are enjoyable they
often lead to a lifelong interest in and positive attitudes toward music. Addressing
educational content, McMahon (1990) warned that “inappropriate emphasis on minutiae
of musical terminology can hinder rather than enlighten the spontaneous reaction to, and
eagerness to discover more about musical experiences per se by young children” (p. 114).
Concerns regarding appropriate music education for young children have been
highlighted recently. Compared with other early childhood research areas, few studies of
early childhood music education have been found. Nardo, Custodero, Persellin, and Fox
(2006) reported that a “keyword search for ‘music’ in back issues of Young Children, the
journal of the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC),
resulted in four articles from 1985–1995 and 22 articles from 1996–2004” (p. 279).
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Similarly, there is a small but growing number of studies of early childhood music
education in South Korea. A keyword search for “music” in the Korean Journal of Early
Childhood Education found only 1 article from 1996 (Kim, 1996) but 11 articles from
2000 to 2007 (Chung & Lee, 2005; Kim & Kang, 2005; Kim & Oh, 2004; Kim & Lee,
2005; Lee & Sim, 2001; Liem & Cho, 2006; Park & Yi, 2001; Shin, 2001; Yi, 2004; Yim,
2001; Yun, 2007). Although research interest in early childhood music education has
increased in both the United States and South Korea, the sheer number of children in both
countries would indicate the need for even more study.

Purpose of the Study
Many children under 5 years of age attend center-based child care programs and
music plays an important role for children. Although developmentally appropriate
practice for young children has been directed by the National Standards (MENC, 1994b)
and MENC position statement (1991), the investigation of music practices in the
preschool setting is necessary in order to judge whether teachers have incorporated the
standards into their classroom activities.
In order to provide developmentally appropriate music education to young
children, the first step is to discover the current music practices in children’s lives and
teachers’ needs responding music practices. Several factors combined to pique my
curiosity about current music practices in South Korean preschools: I am a Korean; I
taught music in several preschools in South Korea.; substantial numbers of children
attend preschools there; at present, I am in the United States studying music education
and teaching music. Thus, based on my knowledge and experiences in preschools in both
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countries, I wanted to explore teachers’ current music practices. Furthermore, South
Korea comprises one ethnic group constrained by similar factors and dense population, so
I surmised the population might represent a more cohesive sample than preschool
teachers in the United States.
In the present study, I investigated the current music practices and teachers’ needs
for music practices in public preschools of South Korea. Knowledge about current music
practices and teachers’ opinions could provide input for teacher education programs and
support early childhood music education. Although several studies have looked into the
current music practices in preschools of South Korea, there are no national-level studies
in the area of early childhood music education. Also, whereas many studies focused on
private preschools or comparisons between private and public preschools in South Korea,
no studies focused solely on public preschools. Public preschools constitute a
homogeneous group constrained by similar factors. The teachers for public preschools in
South Korea have all passed a competitive exam. Therefore, the factors that constrain the
public preschools will provide direct information for developing the public preschool
teacher certificate exam and inservice teacher education program for public preschool
teachers. Furthermore, this study will provide valuable information for teachers and
music teacher educators for developing a useful music education curriculum and
preservice and inservice teacher development programs. It will provide an opportunity to
share information among teachers from different provinces. In addition, the knowledge
for developing a teacher development program can be construed as helping their young
pupils’ musical development. About half (53.6%) of all preschools in South Korea are
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public, so these data could present implications for the public preschool system and early
childhood education overall.

Research Questions
This study investigated current music practices and teachers’ needs in public
preschools of South Korea. Specifically, this study attempted to answer the following
research questions:
1. What are the current music practices in Korean public preschools?
1.1. What are the general and professional backgrounds of teachers who teach
music?
1.2. How often do teachers conduct planned music activities?
1.3. What kinds of music activities occur in the music curriculum?
1.4. What kinds of materials and equipment are used in the preschools?
2. What do the teachers identify as their needs for teaching music in Korean public
preschools?
2.1. What is the most difficult problem teachers face when they teach music?
2.2. What kinds of teacher development would be helpful for teachers?
2.3. What kinds of support do teachers desire to enable them to teach music more
effectively in Korean public preschools?

Definitions and Assumptions
The following explanation of terms will help the reader understand the research
questions and results:
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Preschool: This term generally is used to designate a facility that serves children ages 3
through 5. Although kindergarten is often used in South Korea to refer to a facility for 3to 5-year-old children, the term has a different application in the United States, so this
study uses preschool to prevent confusion.
Objectives: The purpose or outcome that a teacher pursues through the curriculum.
Music practices: The conditions under and the manner with which music occurs in the
classroom. This is a comprehensive term that includes the use of music time, musical
environment, and musical activities.
Listening: The experience of hearing a recording for appreciation, as stimulus to
movement, or other activity. It may be conducted with various activities for active
engagement individually or in a group.
Regular teachers: Teachers who teach a part-time class but work a full day; nonteaching
hours are devoted to planning and preparation. The teachers are tenure track and earn a
higher salary than Educare teachers.
Educare teachers: Teachers who care for children for extended hours, such as early
morning or afternoon. The teachers are not tenure track.

Delimitations of the Study
Public preschool teachers comprise a competent group of respondents, because all
qualified for their positions by completing rigorous certification requirements, an
interview process, and, if they are regular teachers, a competitive exam. Therefore, I
assumed the respondents were responsible and honest and that they answered this
anonymous survey to the best of their ability.
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This study is limited to public preschools for the following reasons: Public
schools are a homogeneous group constrained by similar factors. The teachers for public
preschools in South Korea must pass an exam. Although passing the exam is just a small
portion of the recruitment process, passing the test leads teachers to have higher social
status and salary. Therefore, the exam is extremely competitive and difficult, especially
because the teachers have an academic background exceeding that of the average
preschool teacher. More specific explanation about public preschool teachers’
qualifications will be provided in a later chapter.
Understanding the factors that constrain the public preschools may provide direct
information for developing the public-teacher certificate exam and teacher development
program. As mentioned earlier, many studies have focused on private preschools or
comparison studies between private and public preschools, but research that focuses
solely on public schools is rare.

Summary
A substantial number of children are registered in child care institutions, and the
children spend more of their daily routine at these programs now than in the past. Early
childhood has been established as a critical period of children’s development, so highquality experiences during early childhood are necessary. Although early childhood
education has been emphasized among educators and music is considered to play an
important role in young children’s lives, not much is known about how teachers present
music in the preschools of South Korea, especially at the national level and with regard to
what they need to teach music. This study will increase understanding of the current
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situation in South Korea by describing what preschool teachers teach and what they
perceive they need to be able to teach music effectively in public preschools. The results
of this study may provide information to develop early childhood preservice and
inservice teacher education programs and to share information among teachers from
different provinces.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The present research examines and describes the current music practices and
teachers’ needs for implementing music instruction in the public preschools of South
Korea. Past and current information as well as teachers’ perceptions about teaching music
in preschool settings are important to a full understanding of practices and needs, hence
this chapter concentrates on the literature in four areas of research: (a) national standards
in the United States, (b) national standards in South Korea, (c) importance of early music
experience, (d) developmentally appropriate practice (DAP), (e) current music practices,
and (f) teachers’ perceptions of their needs to enable them to teach music more effectively.
The previous chapter introduced the need for early musical experiences. A more in-depth
investigation of the importance of early music experience is necessary, however, to
develop the rationale for study. More than anything else, one must consider the following
question: Why is early music experience so important?
There are national standards in the United States and South Korea in order to
guide early childhood music education. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, society
has a growing interest in early music experiences, yet we need to examine why this is
important. The National Association for Music Education’s (MENC) position statement
on early childhood education represented the value of early music experiences well:

Music is a natural and important part of young children’s growth and
development. Early interaction with music positively affects the quality of
all children's lives. Successful experiences in music help all children bond
emotionally and intellectually with others through creative expression in
13

song, rhythmic movement, and listening experiences. Music in early
childhood creates a foundation upon which future music learning is built.
These experiences should be integrated within the daily routine and play
of children. In this way, enduring attitudes regarding the joy of music
making and sharing are developed. (http://menc.org/about/view/earlychildhood-education-position-statement)

MENC presented its Position Statement on Early Childhood Education in July 1991, and
the organization adopted the National Standards for Music Education in 1994.

National Standards for Music Education in the United States
The National Association for Music Education (MENC, 1994) published the
National Standards for Music Education for grades K–12 and for prekindergarten.
According to the standards, early music experiences should develop the quality of life for
all children. The standards specified the skills and knowledge that children should acquire
as a result of school music instruction. The School Music Program: A New Vision (MENC,
1994b) provided specific guidelines for prekindergarten music in the form of content
standards and achievement standards, which identified the subjects to be taught and the
level of expected skill acquisition, respectively. The content standards for prekindergarten
education included four areas: (a) singing and playing instruments, (b) creating music, (c)
responding to music, and (d) understanding music. According to the editors of
Opportunity to Learn (MENC, 1994a), the standards represented “the best collective
thinking of experienced music educators who are qualified by their background” (p. vii).
Additionally, in Opportunity to Learn, MENC presented standards for music instruction
for prekindergarten that addressed the preschool musical environment according to the
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following three categories: (a) curriculum and scheduling, (b) staffing, and (c) materials
and equipment.
Those standards were based on the following beliefs concerning the musical
learning of young children (MENC, 1994b, p. 9):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

All children have musical potential.
Children bring their own unique interests and abilities to the music
learning environment.
Very young children are capable of developing critical thinking
skills through musical ideas.
Children come to early childhood music experiences from diverse
backgrounds.
Children should experience exemplary musical sounds, activities,
and materials.
Children should not be encumbered with the need to meet
performance goals.
Children’s play is their work.
Children learn best in pleasant physical and social environments.
Diverse learning environments are needed to serve the
developmental needs of many individual children.
Children need effective adult models.

As MENC declared with its standards, all children have musical potential. In the
past, music education was reserved for talented or gifted children; music educators,
however, have emphasized the importance of music education for all children (Campbell
& Scott-Kassner, 2002; Flohr, 2005; Gordon, 1988, 1999; Levinowitz, 1987). Musical
potential includes musical interest as well as the ability to learn and create music.
Previous studies (Bruer, 1997; Levinowitz, 1999) have suggested that early childhood is
the critical period for children to explore musical preference and interest as well as to be
encouraged in their musical development. Therefore, high-quality music experiences
should be provided to young children (MENC, 1994). Appropriate music experiences
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include various music activities modeled by effective teachers within child-centered
musical environments.
Early musical experience provides an indispensible opportunity to enrich one’s life
(Gordon, 1987; Levinowitz, 2001). Now, we need to examine ways to provide
meaningful music experiences that are consistent with developmentally appropriate
practice. The national standards discussed in this section apply to the United States, but
because this study is an investigation of Korean public preschools, the next section will
examine the National Standards in South Korea, and South Korean public preschools,
within the context of previous research.

National Kindergarten Curriculum Standards in South Korea (6th Edition)
In 1966, the South Korean government published the National Kindergarten
Curriculum to develop a national framework for e educational goals for kindergartens.
Since the 1966 edition, there have been several revisions. In 1992, the 6th edition of the
National Kindergarten Curriculum was implemented. Although the 7th edition was
announced recently, this study will not examine that edition because it had not been
applied at the time of the survey. According to Kim (1998), the main focus of this
curriculum is to engage children in learning experiences and to educate children in
integrated curricular areas. The National Kindergarten Curriculum offers guidance for
planning and evaluation for kindergarten curriculum and adherence is voluntary.
According to Kwon’s (2003) comparative study of preschool education in Korea
and England, 77% of Korean private and public preschool teachers indicated that the
National Kindergarten Curriculum did not influence their planning very much; instead,
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they considered it a guideline because its recommendations were too idealistic and they
were voluntary rather than required. On the other hand, Kim, Cho, Hong, and Kim (2005)
studied teachers’ perceptions of the 6th National Kindergarten Curriculum and found that
most teachers from private and public preschools considered the 6th Curriculum as
appropriate. Synthesizing the findings of these two studies, it appears that teachers
regarded the National Kindergarten Curriculum as appropriate, but they seldom
implemented it in their classrooms.
The main concepts of the South Korean national kindergarten curriculum are that
classes should be child-centered and should emphasize the whole child, creativity,
children’s individuality, play-oriented activity, and integrated teaching (Kwon, 2003). The
National Kindergarten Curriculum Standards had five broad areas: Language Life,
Expression Life, Physical Health Life, Social Life, and Exploration Life. Among the five
areas, Expression Life is the one related to music and art. Expression Life includes three
subareas: exploration, expression, and appreciation. Each subarea contains two levels
(Table 1) that account for developmental differences among children. As for areas
pertaining to music content, Expression Life includes singing, listening, playing,
movement, and traditional Korean music. As mentioned earlier, although in general
preschool teachers seldom apply the National Curriculum, it is a more familiar reference
in public preschools than in private preschools because public preschools are government
run facilities. Despite this, evidence of the standards’ effectiveness was reported by Woo
(2006), who found that Expression Life improved all aspects of young children’s
emotional competence. Expression Life relates to fine arts as a whole, but Table 1
presents only music-related content for the purpose of this study:
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Table 1
Expression Life, from the National Kindergarten Curriculum Standards (6th Ed.)
Subareas

Content

Level
I

II

(1) Exploration

• To explore sounds
• To explore
movements

• To be interested
in various sounds
from nature and
environment
• To distinguish
various instrument
sounds

• To distinguish
sounds from
nature and
environment

(2) Expression

• To make various
sounds
• To express
physically

• To make various
sounds with voice
and body
• To make various
sounds with
various materials

• To make various
sounds with one
object

• To sing

• To sing along
with others
• To enjoy singing

• To sing in
various ways

• To play an
instrument

• To handle
rhythmic
instruments freely

• To play rhythmic
instruments along
with music

(3) Appreciation

• To appreciate music • To enjoy
listening to
• To be familiar
traditional Korean art various kinds of
music

• To share own
feelings and
thoughts after
listening to
various kinds of
music

Note. Translated from the Korean by Youngae Lee.

Historical Overview of Korean Public Preschools
Since the introduction of the first preschool in 1897, early childhood education in
South Korea has been influenced by Western educational theory (Lee, 1996). In the past,
the Korean Ministry of Education exerted complete control of the educational system, but
more recently, Korean schools have had more autonomy and diversity through
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democratic government movements. The current National Kindergarten Curriculum is
basically child-centered, including play-oriented activities and an integrated teaching
approach. Note, however, that the government controls public preschools more so than
private preschools.
In 1976, the first five public preschools were built for the children of low-income
families. In just 5 years, by 1981, the number of public preschools had increased to 1,922.
The latest tally is more than double that, at 4,448 public preschools (Ministry of
Education, 2007). Until 1999, the majority of preschools were still dependent on private
resources; however, that year the Korean government announced a plan for free preschool
education for all 5-year-olds. In 2001 the funding policy expanded to provide partial
tuition for 3- and 4-year-olds. The government endowment for preschools has risen
steadily since then. Now, the government subsidizes full tuition for all 5-year-old children
attending public preschools and partial tuition for 5-year-old children attending private
preschools. Although middle- and upper-income families could pay for their children to
attend private preschools, they often choose public preschools due to their proximity to
work or home, teachers’ qualifications, and diversity. Therefore, the families in the public
preschools of South Korea represent a broad range of socioeconomic backgrounds. This
study will report information from participants on the economic level of their students’
families.
Public preschools began offering full-time classes in 1993 in order to support
working parents. In Seoul, the full-time program has been called Educare since 2003.
The Educare teachers’ requirements are less demanding than those of regular
classroom teachers, because Educare teachers’ main responsibility is to care for
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children from early morning through afternoon instead of fulfilling the educational
purpose of a regular classroom. Whereas regular teachers in public preschools receive
tenure if they pass the exam, Educare teachers are hired on 1- or 2-year contracts.
Therefore, the academic backgrounds of regular classroom teachers and Educare
teachers in public preschools may differ. This study includes questions about teachers’
educational backgrounds in order to investigate teachers’ academic diversity.
In order to become regular public preschool teachers, certain competencies are
required. Teachers who have a preschool certificate can apply to take the exam for the
public preschool teacher certificate. The exam is a very competitive process that includes
a multiple-choice test, essay test, and interview (some provinces require a teaching
demonstration). According to Chung (2007), 84.9% of public preschool teachers were
from 2-year colleges in 1991, whereas in 2006, 54.6% of teachers were graduates of 4year universities and 24.1% of teachers had graduate degrees.
As additional evidence of public preschool teachers’ professional backgrounds,
previous studies (Chung, 2007; Kim & Moon, 2006) revealed that academic backgrounds
of public preschool teachers had improved steadily and were much more advanced, on
average, than those of private preschool teachers.
Also, they reported that public preschool teachers generally had more years of teaching
experience than private teachers because public teachers garnered more social status,
earned a higher salary, and were more satisfied with their working environment.
Based on knowledge of Korean public preschools and national standards in both
the United States and South Korea, the following section will examine more specifically
the current music practices in preschools and related research.
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The Importance of Early Music Experience
The substantial body of research about early childhood music education is another
barometer of the value of early music experience. Music psychologists, music specialists,
music educators, and musicologists have indicated the importance of early music
experience. Music psychologists have suggested that very young children have musical
potential and progress through certain stages just as they do in other developmental areas
(Rainbow, 1977, 1979, 1981). Rainbow’s (1977, 1979, 1981) longitudinal study of
preschoolers’ rhythmic ability indicated that rhythmic development is linked to age, a
finding that agrees with the work of other researchers (Persellin, 1992; Schleuter &
Schleuter, 1985).
There have been several studies concerning children’s musical potential. Music
educators have found that young children were able to respond to music for a surprisingly
long time (Sims, 1985, 2002, 2005; Sims & Cassidy, 1997). The preschoolers exhibited
individual differences in focused listening time, and young children’s musical attention
spans exceeded the adults’ expectations. Furthermore, the preschool children perceived
many more musical concepts than they could express due to verbal limitations. The
authors cautioned against underestimating young children’s interest in and ability to listen
to music for extended time periods.
As additional support for the importance of early music experiences, several
studies indicated that early music experiences influence later musical life (Cass-Beggs,
1990; Gordon, 1990; Temmerman, 1995). Researchers concluded that the early years
affect later musical success, including level of involvement and attitudes toward music.
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Lundin and Sanberg (2001) investigated the musical memories of preschool teachers
from the United States, Brazil, South Korea, Taiwan, and Sweden using the qualitative
research method. Whereas numerous respondents of the study presented positive
memories from music class in a school setting, others had negative memories resulting
from inappropriate experiences and revealed that music was now meaningless to them.
Whereas the aforementioned studies highlighted the role of early musical
experience and young children’s musical potential, others within the growing body of
research revealed the benefits of musical experience. Those benefits include language
development (Chen-Hafteck, 1997; Gan & Chong, 1998; Moyeda, Gomez, and Flores,
2006; Oberg, 1997), cognitive development (Bilhartz, Bruhn, & Olson, 2000; CostaGiomi, 1999; Graziano, Peterson, & Shaw, 1999; Gromoko & Poorman, 1998; Leng,
Shaw, & Wright, 1990; Rauscher, Shaw, Levine, Wright, Dennis, & Newcomb, 1997;
Rauscher & Zupan, 2000), and social and self-esteem development (Oberg; Warner,
1999), as well as relaxation (Marley, 1984), creativity (Gordon, 1989), social skills
(Devries, 2004), and health recovery (Standley, 2002). For example, Devries investigated
the extramusical effects of music lessons on preschoolers:
Music activities allowed children to release energy, engagement in musicmovement activities developed motor skills in children, a variety of music
activities promoted opportunities for student socialization, music activities
provided opportunities for children to express themselves, music
contributed to socio-dramatic play, and music listening activities focused
children’s listening skills. (p. 2)
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Developmentally Appropriate Practice
The growing attention on early experience resulted in several position statements
regarding early childhood education. In 1986, the National Association for the Education
of Young Children (NAEYC) published its position statement, Developmentally
Appropriate Practice [DAP] in Early Childhood Programs (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997).
The concept of DAP is based on children’s learning and developmental processes.
Developmental appropriateness encompasses three main concepts: age appropriateness,
individual appropriateness, and cultural appropriateness. The curriculum guidelines for
DAP included all of a child’s developmental areas, partnership with the family, an
interactive approach, and assessment of each child’s development and learning.
Much like the earlier NAEYC statement, MENC, the largest music education
association in the United States, published a position statement on early childhood
education (1992). It is consistent with the NAEYC guidelines for DAP and provides a
more concrete explanation for early childhood music education. The main idea is the
provision of developmentally appropriate music education for all children; the belief that
all children have musical potential is the driving force behind it. The statement includes
three parts: beliefs about young children, music curricula for young children, and the
music teachers of young children. According to MENC, a developmentally appropriate
music curriculum for young children must be highly experiential and hands-on, providing
many opportunities for children to make and respond to music.
To date, several studies have been conducted about developmentally appropriate
music practice. The studies compared DAP principles with early childhood music
education practices. Miranda (2004) investigated the implications of DAP for the
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kindergarten-level general music classroom. She found several domains were congruent
with DAP, such as an engagement as co-learners, inclusion of children’s requests,
inclusion of play, adjustment to individual needs, assessment in authentic contexts, and
respect for family contexts. Some domains observed, however (i.e., favoritism, lack of
response to developmental needs, inflexible curricular decisions, and sparse
communication with families), were incongruent with DAP. For another investigation of
DAP in early childhood music education, J. Y. Kim (2000) reviewed literature and
previous research about children’s musical development and preschool teachers’ practices,
and warned against limiting developmentally appropriate practice by holding children to
adult standards. For example, a teacher might use a particular vocal range that is not
developmentally appropriate for children due to the teacher’s limited knowledge of vocal
ranges in general, and large individual differences from child to child.

Current Music Practices in Preschools
The purpose of music education for young children has been discussed among
researchers and music educators. Although many educators have explored the importance
of early music experiences for young children, an investigation of music practices in the
current preschool setting is necessary in order to insure implementation of a high-quality
music curriculum that addresses current difficulties and needs. This section will examine
current music practices in preschools, consistent with this study’s research questions.
Several researchers appeared to have a research interest similar to mine, and used
a similar instrument. For example, Golden (1989), Daniel (1991), and Tarnowski and
Barrett (1997) used surveys to investigate the music practices in U.S. preschools.
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Temmerman’s (1988, 2000) study of childhood music education programs in Australia
and Lundin and Sandberg’s (2001) study of music in Swedish preschools also
incorporated survey methods. In addition, Nardo, Custodero, Persellin, and Fox (2006)
conducted a nationwide survey to examine music practices in U.S. preschools; Herbst, De
Wet, and Rijsdijk (2005) surveyed music education in the primary schools of South
Africa. In South Korea, similar investigations were conducted (M. K. Lee, 2000; M. H.
Lee, 2005; S. H. Lee, 2003; Y. J. Lee, 2005; Yoon, 2005).
The studies of music education in preschools from Australia, Sweden, South Africa,
South Korea, and the United States provide meaningful implications for further study and
music education. Researchers found similar patterns of music education among
preschools in those countries and revealed commonalities such as who was primarily
responsible for teaching music, the most frequent activities, and the lack of teachers’
musical confidence (Herbst, De Wet, & Rijsdijk, 2005; M. H. Lee, 2005; Lundin &
Sandberg, 2001; Nardo, 2001; Temmerman, 2000).
In order to provide a more concrete picture of early childhood music education, I
explore the literature more specifically in the next section. Summaries of research results,
along with the conceptual framework of this study, appear in the following order: staffing
and scheduling; objectives and content of music activities; singing; environment;
teacher’s perceptions and needs.
The MENC mission statement “music for all children” succinctly presents the
core of early childhood music education, and the idea has taken music educators from
research to practice. Sims (1990) reported that “children must participate in activities
which maintain the delicate balance of being stimulating and challenging and, yet not too
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difficult or frustrating.…Teachers need guidance from research and theory in order to
develop the most appropriate expectations and goals” (p. 125). Opportunity to Learn
(MENC, 1994, p. 1) provided guidance for curriculum and scheduling, too:
1)
2)
3)

Music is integrated into the curriculum through the day.
The children’s learning experiences include singing, playing instruments,
listening to music, creating music, and moving to music.
At least 12% of the contact time with children in every prekindergarten
and kindergarten is devoted to experiences with music.

Summary of Previous Research Results
Several studies were conducted to investigate structured music practices in current
preschools. Previous studies of music practices in the early childhood setting indicated
many commonalities and provided valuable information. In this section, the investigation
of the previous literature concerns five topics that match the categories of this study:
staffing and scheduling; objectives and content of music activity; singing; environment;
teachers’ perceptions and needs.

Staffing and Scheduling
In any exploration of music practices in preschools, perhaps the most prominent
question is: Who teaches music? U.S. national standards for prekindergarten and
kindergarten (MENC, 1994) provided the direction for staffing: Music instruction in
every prekindergarten and kindergarten should be led by teachers who have received
formal education in early childhood music. A music specialist qualified in early
childhood education should be available as a consultant (p. 1).
The classroom teachers had primary responsibility for leading the music
experience in many U.S. preschools (Daniels, 1991; Golden, 1989; Nardo et al., 2006).
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Studies of South Korea presented similar results (M. H. Lee, 2005; S. H. Lee, 2003; Y. J.
Lee, 2005). Ironically, although classroom teachers conducted music activities in most
preschools, studies indicated that these teachers were insufficiently prepared to teach
music (Herbst, De Wet, & Rijsdijk, 2005; J. J. Kim, 2000; M. H. Lee, 2005). Herbst and
colleagues’ study of music education in the primary schools of South Africa revealed that
93% of general classroom teachers had primary responsibility to teach music, yet 9% of
respondents had not attended a class in music methodology and some had no instrumental
skills. Other research indicated that despite their lack of education, the majority of
teachers had a regular music activity time (Daniels, 1992; Golden).
As MENC (1995) stated, “time should be set aside regularly for large- and smallgroup music activities” (p. 3), thus a planned music time should be implemented. The
surveys of preschool teachers in California (Nardo, 2001) and Ohio (Golden, 1989)
supported the MENC position. A majority of preschool teachers engaged in music-related
activities daily (79.6%), and in 11.6% of preschools, these activities occurred three or
four times a week; however, 0.6% of respondents stated they “never” were involved in
music activities (Golden, 1989). The results of the nationwide survey by Nardo et al.
(2006) paralleled those of the previous studies. They determined that although 28% of
centers conducted music instruction four to five times per week, 14% of centers never
presented music instruction. Furthermore, Denac’s (2008) study indicated that the
teacher’s interest planning the individual music activities has a strong influence on the
frequency of these activities. Daniels (1991) surveyed 143 preschools to investigate
music practices. She found that the larger preschools were more likely to offer music
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activities. This concurs with the MENC standards, in that more than 12% of the contact
time was devoted to music.
The relationship between the average frequency of music instruction and
children’s musical ability was investigated by Kang (1994). Her sample comprised 40
teachers and 160 children attending six kindergartens. Using an instrument constructed
by Lorton and Walley, she found that children who received music instruction three times
a week had greater musical ability than those who received music instruction less than
twice a week.

Objectives and Content of Music Activity
Several researchers seemed curious about structured music classes in preschools,
and one of the queries concerned the most important reason to teach music. Temmerman
(1998), in her study of childhood music education programs in Australia, reported that
100% of preschool teachers aimed for the enjoyment of music in early childhood music
programs; these results were consistent with those of her later study (2000). Golden’s
(1989) study was in accord with Temmerman’s; the majority of respondents (58%)
identified enjoyment and recreation as the primary purpose of music activity (Golden).
Another area of interest is whether preschool teachers conduct music instruction
based on objectives. In Tarnowski and Barrett’s (1997) survey about musical practice in
preschools, almost one third of respondents indicated that carefully planned music
lessons never occur. The most prevalent response indicated the goal of music education to
be nonmusical. Tarnowski and Barrett found that “curriculum in music was frequently
viewed as short-term planning rather than a planned series of sequential activities
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designed for the development of cognitive, affective, and kinesthetic skills with definable
goals and outcomes” (p. 6). This study will investigate the extent to which Korean public
preschool teachers carry out such objectives.
The objectives of music instruction can be understood better within the context of
the music curriculum and examination of what teachers view as important planning
considerations. Carol (1999) reported that music is used to teach various “themes of the
week” or for general enrichment rather than as a planned curriculum. Several studies
(Kwon, 2005; M. H. Lee, 2005; S. H. Lee, 2003) found that the weekly theme was the
most important consideration in planning the music curriculum.
Researchers have investigated the frequency and importance of activities that
occur in preschool music classes. It is noteworthy that four activities (singing, movement,
listening, and playing instruments) were mentioned repeatedly, although their order
differed by study (Golden, 1989; Lee, 2005; Tarnowski & Barrett, 1997; Yoon, 2005).
Singing, however, consistently topped the lists as the most frequent and/or most
important activity (Golden; Lee; Tarnowski & Barrett; Temmerman, 2000; Yoon).
Whereas results of many studies demonstrated agreement on singing as the most
frequently conducted activity in preschools, not all found listening to be among the top
four (Kim, 1994). Activities related to creating also occurred infrequently (S. H. Lee,
2003; Y. J. Lee, 2005; Tarnowski & Barrett, 1997; Yoon, 2005). Furthermore, Tarnowski
and Barrett indicated that dramatic play with music and discussion of music also were
infrequent activities in preschool classes. S. H. Lee, in a study of musical environment in
preschools, reported that music appreciation took place once or twice a month in public
preschools but twice or three times a week in private preschools. Because many
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researchers found singing as the most frequent activity, that will be examined in detail in
the present study.

Singing
Singing encourages children’s natural expression and emotional release. Many
researchers have revealed the significance of singing activities. Marley (1984) found that
singing simple songs for hospitalized infants and toddlers seemed to create a sense of
companionship, security, and relaxation. As Fox (1994) mentioned, “singing is a total joy
for children” (p. 34); singing cannot be separated from young children’s daily routine.
Temmerman’s (2000) study revealed the common reason children preferred singing
activities: the enjoyment of singing with others, for example “it makes nice music when
we sing together” (p. 56). An expanding area of research concerns singing activity for
young children (Denac, 2008; M. K. Lee, 2000; M. H. Lee, 2005; S. H. Lee, 2003; Y. J.
Lee, 2005; de L’Etoile, 2001; Mizener, 2008; Warner, 1999; Wolf, 2002), and singing has
been found to be indispensible for young children’s lives.
It is not too surprising, then, that researchers discovered that singing was the most
frequent activity in the preschool music curriculum (Denac, 2008; Golden, 1989; Kwon,
2002; M. K. Lee, 2000; M. H. Lee, 2005; S. H. Lee, 2003; Y. J. Lee, 2005; Nardo et al.,
2006; Tarnowski & Barrett, 1997). As to why, Denac and Lee (2000) stressed teachers’
preference and confidence. Specifically, they reported that “the teachers are most
favorable towards singing songs, which is why they place it above all others and most
frequently plan activities relating to it and give it most of their attention” (p. 441).
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Several studies provided information on teaching songs to preschoolers (M. H.
Lee, 2005; de l’Etoile, 2001; Klinger, Campbell, & Goolsby, 1998). According to M. H.
Lee’s (2005) study, 57.7% of respondents taught a song after playing it on CD or on the
piano, and 24% of teachers first explained the lyrics and story behind the song. Y. J. Lee
(2005) found a similar teaching method for songs: To initiate the lesson, teachers
modeled singing (29.8%), played the melody on a piano (28.5%), or played a CD
(20.4%). As to the methods of teaching songs, de l’Etoile emphasized song repetition as a
developmentally appropriate way for young children to learn as a result of the multiple
experiences of hearing, observation, and participation. Klinger et al. found that it was
easier for children to acquire a song through immersion than with phrase-by-phrase
methods.
Another study investigated song recognition among preschool-age children
(Feierabend, Saunders, Holahan, & Getnick, 1998) and thus has implications for song
instruction. The researchers investigated the effects of a song performed with and without
text on the development of preschoolers’ song recognition. The study indicated that song
texts contributed to young children’s melodic-cognition ability. Furthermore, songs with
distinct melodies were more readily recognized than songs with similar melodies. In
addition, Neelly (2002) suggested developmentally appropriate strategies for
preschoolers that would also improve teachers’ vocal skills: posture, breathing, vocal
exploration, and mentally reviewing music.
One research concern is song selection, including whether the songs are age
appropriate. Many studies described choosing a song to match the weekly theme of the
curriculum (Kwon, 2005; M. H. Lee, 2005; S. H. Lee, 2003). Yim and Kim (2004)
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investigated the age appropriateness of the children’s songs presented in kindergartens.
They found that 40% of the songs preferred by kindergarten teachers and care centers
were inappropriate for children. Their findings are consistent with those of Gharavi’s
(1993) survey of the musical abilities of preschool teachers. According to the survey, the
majority of respondents taught limited song repertoires from their own childhood and
from recordings, song collections, methods courses, or the radio. Gharavi concluded that
this could be a result of teachers’ limited singing skills (e.g., low register), no systematic
manner for beginning a song, and an inappropriate song range for children.

Environment: Materials and Equipment
Just as a developmentally appropriate and well-planned environment is critical to
the preschool children’s learning, a musical environment is critical to the development of
children’s musical abilities. Environment includes the materials and facilities, individual
play centers, and large group centers in the preschool classroom.
National standards for prekindergarten and kindergarten (MENC, 1994) provided
guidelines for a developmentally appropriate environments: high-quality sound
recordings, audio equipment, various instruments, and children’s songs and other
instructional materials. Previous studies have investigated musical equipment, various
instruments, and song collections in preschool classrooms. Many preschools had piano
and rhythmic instruments (Kim, 2003; M. K. Lee, 2000; S. H. Lee, 2003), and these were
the most frequently used instruments (Golden, 1989; Kim; S. H. Lee). Because curiosity
about traditional Korean music has been increasing (Kim, 2000), many preschools in
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Korea now have traditional Korean instruments (Yoon, 2005), and children have
expressed great interest in them (M. H. Lee, 2005).
In the literature, there are studies focused on another part of the preschool musical
environment: the music center. Although preschool teachers carefully plan play centers to
coordinate with their curriculum and weekly or monthly theme, a music center is likely to
be overlooked. In preservice teacher preparation programs, information about music
centers represents a very small portion of the course content. The music center, however,
should be the core element for young children’s free-choice activity because, according to
many educators (Andress, 1998; Devries, 2004; Kenney, 1989; Temmerman, 2000;
Turner, 1999), it provides opportunities for children to explore their musical natures and
to develop their musical creativity. Temmerman found that preschool children prefer to
play percussion instruments during free, unstructured activities to explore, investigate,
and produce their own sounds. To emphasize the need for the individual music center,
Kenney asked, “Given the wide range of abilities and interests of preschool children, how
can the conscientious caregiver possibly address all the musical opportunities of his or
her charges?” (p. 33). She mentioned the importance of free choice, stating that an
individual music center provides “children freedom to explore timbre, rhythm, melody,
form, and expressive music qualities as well as singing, playing instruments, composing,
listening, categorizing, and evaluating” (p. 33). MENC (1994b) recommended “a music
center or similar area where children have easy access to music materials and can listen
to music with headphones so as not to disturb others” (p. 2). Andress offered design
specifics, such as an “area for indoor and outdoor play, table play, designated small area
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play on the floor, and…music book corners, ensemble center, music storage shelves, and
areas for listening and expressive movement” (p. 165).
There were studies that examined CD collections in preschools. Sims and
Cecconi-Roberts (2005) investigated the availability and use of recorded music in
selected prekindergarten classrooms. They found few commonalities among the various
teachers’ classroom CD collections, and the CD lists paralleled teachers’ individual
preferences. The present study conducted a similar investigation into teachers’ song
collections and repertoires.
Beyond opportunities to explore music, Devries (2004) observed music centers
functioning as a place where children could actively engage and interact with one another
in cooperative play. She suggested that music centers incorporate sound recordings to
promote music play and the development of individual creativity. Turner (1999)
recommended that a portion of every music lesson be devoted to center time and childselected music activities to provide preschoolers with a chance for interaction.
Additional support for individual music experiences is found in studies (Sims,
2005; Sims & Nolker, 2002) that indicated wide variance among young children’s
musical responses. The authors of these studies recommended that opportunities for freetime music listening should be encouraged in the preschool classroom, because the
setting provided the most flexible learning time.

Teachers’ Perceptions and Needs
In order to develop a high-quality music curriculum in preschools, it is necessary
to identify the difficulties current teachers face when teaching music to young children.
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Substantial research has presented preschool teachers’ perceptions and needs regarding
music education.
Two studies examined the kinds of music knowledge that teachers perceive as
necessary, and although there were differences in the samples, the results of the studies
were consistent. Saunders and Baker (1991) asked 300 elementary teachers which skills
and inservice courses were practical and beneficial for their students. Inservice classroom
teachers perceived specific music skills and understanding as useful, and 90% of
kindergarten teachers involved their students in music. According to the researchers, “the
implications for music education are that undergraduate music courses for preservice
classroom teachers should include not only the development of a wide variety of music
skills and understandings, but also guidance in exploring methods and materials for
integrating music into other subject areas” (p. 260). Whereas Saunders and Baker
targeted elementary schools with music specialists on staff, Kelly (1998) questioned 210
preschool teachers about which music skills and understanding taught during preservice
education they considered beneficial and practical. The preschool teachers indicated that
traditional, fundamental music skills such as music theory and history were not very
useful or not often used. Most respondents wanted more information for direct experience
with students, such as learning characteristics of children’s voices, using rhythm
instruments, developing movement activities, developing listening lessons, providing
creative musical experiences, and integration with other curricula.
In another study of teachers’ perceptions, Choy and Kim (2007) investigated
changes in preservice teachers’ self-confidence in teaching music to children. The
preservice teachers, college students in early childhood education, did not express
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confidence in their abilities to teach music to children, but there was an overall increase
in the rate of confidence after the course. Although they increased their knowledge of
musical concepts after taking a music education course, there was a gap between
knowing and teaching. This indicated that preservice preschool teachers should be
instructed in the methodology of music education in addition to basic music skills. The
study suggested that “teacher educators should prepare them [preservice preschool
teachers] with sufficient content knowledge in order to help them to develop pedagogical
knowledge and be confident in incorporating music into the curriculum to enhance the
overall learning experience of their children” (p. 57).
Many music educators have suggested that music courses of sufficient depth and
breadth should be required for an early childhood education major. Carol (1999)
recommended coursework in early childhood music for both early childhood teachers and
music teachers, although the two roles are obviously different. Also, Nardo (2001)
suggested that music courses in early childhood education should be taught for no less
than two semesters to impart a breadth of knowledge for music teaching and learning.
Teacher development programs for music education are a necessity not only for
the teachers but also the children. According to the literature, teacher music education
resulted in positive effects for preschool children (de l’Etoile, 2001; Nichols & Honig,
1995). Nichols and Honig indicated that an inservice music education program increased
the teacher’s young pupils’ response to music; de L’Etoile’s research offered related
findings, in that child-care personnel working with infants and toddlers wanted to receive
professional development for music activities. Teacher education programs improved
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teachers’ attitudes toward and knowledge about music activities for young children. In
addition, the education improved children’s active engagement in musical activities.
M. H. Lee (2005) found that almost all preschool teachers mentioned teacher
education workshops as a very important (69.2%) or important (30.8%) need. Most
teachers who had experienced a music workshop were not satisfied with the content, and
they said the length of the workshop was too short to learn the music contents. Golden
(1989) examined the use of music in selected licensed preschools. She found that regular
teachers lead music instruction in most preschools (98.8%) and they wanted teacher
education.
Teacher education was the highlight of another study, in which Dogani (2008)
investigated the use of reflection as a tool for preparing generalist teachers to teach music.
Student teachers in preschools in Greece were encouraged to frame their pedagogy for
music teaching through reflection. The student teachers noted the popular belief among
preschool teachers that teaching songs provides sufficient music education for children,
and they observed that music activities were often based on singing songs or listening to
music, thus limiting children’s musical experiences. Reflection thorough journals,
questionnaires, observation and discussion was encouraged as a tool for preparing student
teachers.
Teachers’ perceptions of early music experiences have been a research interest. Yi
and Shim (2001) examined kindergarten teachers’ perceptions and the actual teaching
conditions of young children’s music drama classes. They found that 51.6% of
kindergarten teachers had difficulty with teaching methods and 26.3% teachers perceived
a lack of materials. Rarely did teachers mention having difficulty teaching musical drama
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due to lack of children’s ability. Furthermore, 93% of preschool teachers wanted teacher
development or workshops in music education and methodology. Also, 82.6% of
respondents reported the need for an early childhood music education course at the
college level. They especially wanted instruction on methodology (54.5%) and materials
(30.5%); accordingly, these were the courses Yi and Shim recommended for music
teacher preparation programs. Temmerman (1998) noted the need to prepare effective and
qualified teachers for early childhood music education programs, suggesting the
establishment of effective communication networks among programs to ensure the
exchange of ideas, content, resources, approaches, and qualified personnel, stating that
the “best teachers are those with early childhood education qualifications supplemented
by some music expertise” (p. 32). In this study, I have conducted a similar investigation
of preschool teachers’ needs and recommendations related to teaching music.

Summary
The importance of early childhood music education has been addressed by many
music educators. This review of the literature revealed the importance of early music
experience and presented the national standards of the United States and South Korea that
provide guidelines for appropriate music instruction. In order to determine the extent to
which developmentally appropriate musical practices are being provided for young
children, knowledge of current music practices in preschools is necessary. Recently,
researchers have demonstrated increased interest in surveying preschool music practices;
studies of music practices in the preschool setting have presented some commonalities in
terms of activities, teachers’ challenges, and implications for teacher education. Studies
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identified singing as the most frequent music activity in preschools. Classroom teachers
generally conduct music instruction in preschools, and these teachers commonly indicate
difficulties such as lacking musical confidence, not having sources for materials, and not
knowing pertinent methodology. The studies of music practices in preschools in the
United States, Australia, Sweden, South Africa, and South Korea presented similar
implications regarding teachers’ needs and teacher preparation programs in the various
countries. Other studies found common needs for equipment and material, and teachers’
reports of the most accessible instruments in preschool classrooms (i.e., piano and
rhythmic instruments). Furthermore, based on teachers’ suggestions, several researchers
recommended collaboration between music educators and early childhood educators to
develop desirable preservice teacher preparation programs at the college level as well as
inservice music education programs. Compared with other areas of early childhood
education, however, still more studies are required. Therefore, the present study
investigated current music practices and teachers’ needs for teaching music in preschools,
in order to increase understanding in the area of early childhood music education and
provide direct information for Korean public preschool teachers and administrators.
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CHAPTER 3
METHOD

This is a survey study to investigate the current music practices and teachers’
needs for music instruction in public preschools in South Korea. In order to develop an
appropriate teacher preparation program and support early childhood music education,
one must first know current music practices and teachers’ opinions about music education
in the preschools. Although several studies have looked into the current music practices
in preschools of South Korea, there are no national-level studies in the area of early
childhood music education.
To investigate current music practices and teachers’ needs in the preschool setting,
I designed a survey with four different types of questions comprising Likert-type scales,
single- and multiple-choice responses, and open-ended questions. The questions were
divided according to two main stems: music practices and teachers’ needs. Music
practices refers to questions about who teaches music and what they do. In order to
discover who teaches music, I investigated teachers’ professional backgrounds and
schools’ general information. The question about what they do also was examined in
terms of planning, contents, materials, and equipment. Teachers’ perceptions and needs
were another interest in this study, and therefore I asked questions about teachers’
difficulties and suggestions for teacher preparation. The conceptual framework of this
study is as follows (Figure 1):
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Music
Practice

Who teaches
music?
What do
they do?

General &
Professional
Background

Planning
Contents
Materials
Equipment

Teachers’
Needs

What are
their needs?

Difficulties
Suggestions

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of research questions.

Design
This study investigated and analyzed music practices and teachers’ needs in public
preschools of South Korea. A questionnaire was designed to gather data regarding (a) the
current music practices in the public preschools of South Korea and (b) the teachers’
difficulties with and suggestions for music education in a preschool setting.
Questions were based on previous research (M.H. Lee, 2005; Kim & Han, 2004;
Nardo, Custodero, Persellin, & Fox, 2006). Areas of concern included general
information about teachers and schools; the frequency and duration of music activities;
the goals of teaching music; type of music activities; the types of materials and
equipments; the teachers’ difficulties with and suggestions for teaching music. The
questions included multiple-choice and open-ended questions (see Table 2 and Appendix
B) and are summarized in Table 2:
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Table 2
Survey Questions by Category
Question
numbers

No. of questions in
section

1–6

6

40–42

3

7–9

3

Schedule

10–12

3

Objectives and content of
music activities

13–23

11

Materials and equipment

24–29

6

Teacher preparation
and workshop

30–39

10

Categories

Demographic
information

Content

General information
Professional information
Music specialist(s) involved in
program

Musical
practices

Teachers’
needs

Validity of Instrument
This instrument was based on previous studies (Kim & Chang, 1999; Kim & Han,
2004; Nardo et al., 2003) and the Korean National Kindergarten Curriculum Standards
(6th edition, 1996). Based on research questions of this study, I created seven categories
of survey questions. In each category, where there were the similar questions from the
previous studies these were adapted for use in this survey, and where necessary I
developed additional questions. To strengthen content validity of the instrument, the
questionnaire was reviewed by four professors in the United States. They provided
written comments regarding content relevance, clarity, and the survey’s overall length.
Some questions were revised, based on their comments. For example, the reviewers
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suggested increasing the clarity of the multiple-choice questions by adding “mark all that
apply.” Several of them advised changing some questions from multiple choice to a
Likert-type scale scale. One professor recommended deleting some questions due to
length. When all concurred on a particular comment, I revised the questionnaire
accordingly.
There is an issue relating to the cultural validity of the instrument. Because this
study was conducted for Korean preschool teachers but was designed and will be
published in English, the cultural validity, including translation, terminology, and cultural
climate, should be considered.
For the Korean version, four professionals reviewed the survey: two public
preschool teachers from South Korea and two professors from an early childhood
education department in South Korea. They were asked about content clarity,
inclusiveness, relevance of terms used, ease of understanding, and comfort. For example,
Question 10 included “more than three times” and “daily” in the choices. One of the
Korean professors pointed out that these choices were not mutually exclusive, so I
changed to “three to four times a week” and “daily.” She also pointed out some ambiguity
and inconsistency. One of the public preschool teachers suggested I add “Children’s
songs by Yook Young Hoi” to the list in Question 19 because it is currently a popular
song collection in public preschools. The other public preschool teacher pointed to the
recently emerging term Educare as a replacement for full-time class, so I wrote both
terms thus: full-time (Educare) for the understanding of teachers as well as readers of this
study. Based on peer reviewers’ comments, the questions were revised several times for
clarity. More details about translation will be addressed in the next section.
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Translation
The present study investigated current music practices and teachers’ needs in
public preschools of South Korea, thus the survey questions were written originally in
Korean. However, because this study is being written in English for my doctoral
dissertation, the questionnaires were designed in both languages, Korean and English. A
Korean American preschool teacher in the United States and a bilingual professor in a
university department of early childhood education in the United States evaluated the
interpretation of questions for consistency of meaning between Korean and English. A
U.S. journalist and doctoral student in music education in U.S. reviewed them for the
clarity of English expression.
In the Korean version to which participants responded, the list of possible
responses within each multiple-choice question followed the alphabetical order of Korean
characters, so it is not in alphabetical order in the English version. For example, the
choices for Question 18 were (a) to complement a weekly theme, (b) to teach a music
concept, (c) I found a good song, (d) because I have a children’s song book, (e) children
like it, and (f) other.

Reliability
This study was conducted anonymously. All teachers participated with knowledge
about the characteristics of this study, such as confidentiality and no consequences for
excluding themselves from the study. Therefore, the assumption of this study is that data
are a true reflection of teachers’ concepts. In order to prevent double participation, a
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system was employed to ensure that no more than one response came from any Internet
Protocol address.
Regardless of the reliability, there are possible limitations: Wang and Sogin
(1997) reported a difference between teachers’ self-perception of their instructional time
and the time measured by observation. As they pointed out in their study, “the teachers’
own estimated use of time is greater than the actual time recorded for each music
activity” (p.444), and thus a discrepancy between teachers’ responses and real music
practice time might be unavoidable in the present study due to limitations of survey
methods. This limitation will be discussed in more detail in a later chapter. However, this
study sought to collect teachers’ responses based on the current educational setting in
South Korea, and therefore the results can provide meaningful implications in spite of the
limitations of the methods.

Length of Survey
The questions were intended to elicit general information and to conduct a
specific investigation within time constraints. Although more information would provide
a better understanding of current music practices in preschools, the time limit was
necessary because participation in this study was totally voluntarily and a reasonable
length ensured that participants would answer all questions. Although a survey is limited
compared with personal interview and observation, the questions attempted to provide a
comprehensive picture of current music practices in preschools based on the research
questions and previous studies. The survey consisted of broad, general questions and
specific questions. Some questions examined certain aspects in more detail than others
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because previous studies provided several implications that led me to investigate certain
issues more carefully. Considering the busy schedule of preschool teachers in South
Korea and comments from peer reviewers, I reorganized the questions so that the survey
would take 20 to 30 minutes to complete.

Survey Questionnaire
The final version of the questionnaire was divided into seven sections according
to content of its 42 questions (see Appendix B). To describe the participants, questions in
Sections 1 and 7 asked for information about general demographics and school programs,
which included information about each school’s location, operating schedule, the ages of
the children, the numbers of children, the economic level of the children’s families, and
school size. One of my peer reviewers, a professor, pointed out that questions about
teachers’ professional information seemed too personal and might deter participants from
proceeding to the rest of survey. Therefore, in order to introduce participants to the
survey more comfortably, the questions relating to professional information such as
academic backgrounds and teaching experiences were placed at the end of the survey as
Section 7.
One of my goals was to document the characteristics of the people who teach
music in the public preschools. Therefore, Section 2 comprised questions about the
teacher participants. This question attempted to uncover the trend in public preschools of
South Korea, because it is rare that a music specialist is employed as a full-time teacher.
If their schools did not have a specialist, respondents would skip Questions 8 and 9 and
go automatically to 10 (see Appendix B). If they had one, there were more detailed
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questions that followed regarding type of employment such as full time, part time, or a
volunteer, and the specialist’s academic major.
Section 3 consisted of information about schedule, including the frequency and
duration of music activities: How often does your lesson plan include group music
activities? How long do the planned music activities last? How often do spontaneous
music activities occur in the circle time? These questions were a primary interest of this
research and were based on previous studies (Kim & Han, 2004; Nardo et al., 2003) and
my own experience as a music teacher in a preschool. I divided the questions about
planning and spontaneous music activities to examine whether the two types of music
activities occur differently.
To explore music practices, I needed to know the objectives and content of music
activities. Section 4 attempted to investigate these issues. This section consisted of 11
questions and asked more detail about music activities using a Likert-type scale (not at
all = 1; very important = 5). Question 13 was asked to determine the level of importance
of teachers’ reasons for including music in the curriculum, and respondents could rate the
following reasons using a Likert-type scale: (a) to help with development of other areas
(e.g., math, art), (b) to develop the child’s social skills, (c) to develop the child’s physical
development, (d) to develop the child’s language development, (e) to develop the child’s
self-esteem, (f) for enjoyment and recreation, (g) to develop musicianship, and (h) to
promote cultural heritage. The lists of the reasons were based on previous research
(Temmerman, 1998; Golden, 1989) as well as Peery, Peery and Draper’s (1987) reasons
for teaching music to young children. In the list of answers, other allowed respondents to
write their own answers.
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To determine what kinds of considerations are important in planning the music
curriculum, Question 14 asked respondents to rank the following: (a) music activity
books, (b) weekly theme, (c) children’s needs, (d) music theory, (e) preschools’ special
curriculum, (f) National Kindergarten Curriculum Standards (6th edition). This list was
based on previous studies (Kwon, 2005; M. H. Lee, 2005; S. H. Lee, 2003). All
participants were teachers in public preschools, so the National Curriculum for Prekindergarten was added based on comments from peer reviewers who were public
preschool teachers. Question 15 asked about the importance of the objectives in planning
the music curriculum. Whereas Question 13 was about the more general goal of music
education, Question 15 concerned more specific objectives for each music lesson. In
order to examine more details about music activities, Question 16 asked about the
frequency of activities such as listening, singing, movement, playing (including
improvisation), music concepts (elements), music drama, finger play, and other. As with
previous questions, the list of activities was based on previous studies (M. K. Lee, 2000;
M. H. Lee, 2005; Y. J. Lee, 2005) and the National Kindergarten Curriculum Standards
(6th edition).
Because a number of previous studies showed that singing was the most frequent
activity in the preschool setting (Denac, 2008; Golden, 1989; Kwon, 2002; M. H. Lee,
2005; Y. J. Lee, 2005; Nardo, Custodero, Persellin, & Fox, 2006.; Suh, 2003; Tarnowski
& Barrett, 1997), Questions 17 through 19 of this section investigated singing activities
more specifically, inquiring about the source of songs, the use of instruments in teaching
a song, and the frequency of using specific sources to teach a song.
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I wanted to find out the frequency with which teachers presented certain types of
songs during a music class each year. There were five song collections listed in Question
19 on the questionnaire. I derived this five-collection list from my own experience as a
preschool teacher, a pilot study by public preschool teachers, and results of a previous
study (Yim & Kim, 2004), which indicated that only 60% of songs in lesson plans were
developmentally appropriate songs for preschoolers. The present study examined which
songs teachers used and how often they used them in the current preschool setting.
Among the list of choices included Children’s songs by SungGyun Kim, a collection by
the well-known composer of popular children’s songs used in the preschools of South
Korea. Included in the list of the same question, based on a pilot study of current public
preschool teachers, were Composition Awarded Children’s songs and Children’s songs by
Yook Young Hoi. The Composition Awarded Children’s songs referred to a nominated
song in a yearly children’s song competition, and Children’s songs by Yook Young Hoi
meant the commercial product by the large early childhood education institution.
In order to investigate a balanced music curriculum, Questions 20 through 22
asked about a music center: Do you have a planned music center in your classroom?
What kind of materials are there in the music center? How often do you plan music as a
free-choice activity? The emphasis on music centers in previous studies (Andress, 1998;
Devries, 2004; Kenney, 1989; M. K. Lee, 2000; Temmerman, 2000) led me to include
questions about music centers in the preschool. The information about music centers
would provide a picture of current music practices in terms of balanced music curriculum.
The final question (Question 23) of this section concerned assessment. Due to both the
time constraints for completing the survey and my understanding of the typical
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environment of preschools, this question asked only whether the respondent included
assessment of music activity in planning curriculum.
Section 5 consisted of six questions about environment, including materials and
equipment. According to the Standards for equipment in the public school (No. 4) in
South Korea, a preschool should have rhythm instruments, a melody instrument,
keyboard instrument, Korean traditional instruments, listening equipment and CDs, and
material for movement (see Appendix E). Question 24 asked about accessible instruments,
CDs, and other equipment in respondents’ classrooms. The materials and equipment
listed as possible responses were based on my previous teaching experience, the
Standards for equipment of public schools in Korea (see Appendix E), and previous
studies (Y. Y. Kim, 2000; M. H. Lee, 2005). To gain further information about children’s
choice of instruments, Question 25 asked which instruments or equipment children are
allowed to play with during free-choice playtime. It may be that different instruments are
available during play than during music instruction and/or that children would make
different selections during the two periods. The query about materials and equipment in
the music center appeared previously in Question 21 so that questions about the music
center itself could be grouped together. Based on the contrasting results of Golden (1989)
and S. H. Lee (2003), Question 26 attempted to determine the different patterns in the
current public preschools by asking respondents to identify the most frequently used
instrument or equipment for a music group activity. In addition, I speculated about the
favorite genre of teachers of a broad age range and how that related to CD usage, which
led me to write Question 27 to determine teachers’ favorite style of music. More
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specifically, the titles and composers of CDs were requested as a short-answer question in
order to investigate the raw data of the teachers’ CD lists.
Section 6 of the survey consisted of 10 questions about teachers’ needs. Because it
would be the first step toward developing teacher education programs, Section 6 started
with questions about teachers’ difficulties. Question 30 involved the degree of difficulty
in teaching music and examined the following concerns: lack of confidence in singing
skill, lack of materials, lack of equipment, lack of ideas, and lack of confidence in
playing instruments. Questions 31 to 34 asked about the respondents’ experiences with
workshops or programs related to music education. The questions included the following:
How many times have you attended a music education program or workshop? What kind
of workshops have you attended? How helpful was the workshop? What kind of workshop
do you want to attend in the future? I developed the next two questions, 35 and 36, to
obtain more direct information for a teacher education program. These questions asked
about support for music education from the center: In what ways does your center
support you attending workshops related to music education? What kind of support do
you want to get from the center? In order to investigate teachers’ direct voices about their
needs to teach music in preschools, there were three open-ended questions. These were
included so teachers could describe the benefits of music education in preschool, make
suggestions about early childhood music education, and recommend desirable
undergraduate music courses for future preschool teachers.
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Rationale for the Instrument
After final revision and completion of the questionnaire, the questions were
formatted through a professional online-survey site (http://www.research.joongang.com).
An online survey was chosen as the instrument because of its effectiveness in distribution
and data gathering in a nationwide study. Due to travel distances, cost, time expense, and
confidentiality for preschool teachers, I concluded that an online survey was the best
instrument. The questions were transformed into two online versions, one in Korean and
one in English (Appendixes A and B). In order to prevent someone from participating
more than once, this research system checked for overlapping Internet Protocols among
the respondents.

Participants
Population and Sample
This study was designed to survey current public preschool teachers in South
Korea in order to investigate current music practices in public preschools. Thus, I first
needed to determine the current population of public preschools in South Korea. Through
searching the Web site for Educational Statistics from the Ministry of Education Human
Resources, I easily obtained documents about the preschool population. According to the
Ministry of Education (2007; http://www.mest.go.kr) in South Korea, public preschools
number 4,448 among a total of 8,294 preschools. The province is the largest
administrative division within the country, and it is comparable to the concept of state in
the United States. The sampling method was a stratified sampling, and 20% of the
population from each province was selected so all would be represented with the same
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rate. Thus, 908 preschools were drawn randomly from 16 provinces of South Korea. In
the selection process, a table of random numbers was applied.
I contacted the Korean Public Preschool Association and talked with its director,
explaining the purpose of this study, the sampling process, and the study’s benefits.
Because this study focused on public preschools and the director had just completed her
own doctoral dissertation, she generously agreed to support this effort. I sent the numbers
of preschools to be selected from each province to the director, who, using a group mail
system, then asked the Association staff from each province to participate in the survey.
Those staff members sent the address of the online survey to randomly selected
preschools via an individual e-mail system. The director encouraged participation in this
online survey but did not require it and did not monitor participation in any manner. I sent
a reminder e-mail to the director, and the director sent several reminders to the staff.
From the total sample (N = 908), there were 606 (66.7%) usable returns. The
sample represented 13.34% of the entire public preschool population in South Korea.
Sixteen respondents did not mark their locations, but they responded to the rest of the
questions, so their answers were included in data analysis. Although I instructed the
director of public preschools to distribute the surveys to 20% of each province, as
generated in my randomization table, 4 of 16 provinces (Gangwon, Gyeonggi, Ulsan,
Incheon) exceeded the number of sampling numbers that I assigned. I was not able to
obtain the exact reason for the uneven samples from each province. However, this study
was not intending to conduct province to province comparisons but to investigate the
current music practices from a widespread region of South Korea, so all responses were
included in data analysis.
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Only one teacher participated in the survey from each school in order to provide
varied demographic dispersion. To prevent someone from participating more than once,
this research system checked for overlapping Internet Protocols among the respondents.
Table 3 tabulates the number of participants and population.
Table 3
Sample and Population in Public Preschools
Province

Population

No. selected
(20% of population)

No. of
responses

Response rate
(%)

Gyeonggi

935

187

233

125.0

Incheon

123

25

79

316.0

Gangwon

309

62

67

108.0

Chungnam

428

86

61

71.0

Seoul

132

26

24

92.3

Gyeongbuk

524

105

21

20.0

Chungbuk

261

52

20

38.5

Taegu

102

20

18

90.0

Jeonbuk

373

75

16

21.3

Ulsan

70

14

16

114.0

Taejon

80

16

11

68.8

Busan

62

12

10

83.3

Cheju

86

17

9

53.0

Gwang-ju

103

21

3

14.3

Jeonnam

500

100

2

2.0

Gyeongnam

452

90

0

0.35

16a

No answer
Total

4,541

908

a

606

66.7

16 respondents did not mark their location, but they responded to the rest of the
questions, so their answers were included in the analysis.
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, the families in the public preschools of
South Korea represent a broad range of socioeconomic backgrounds, due to the
government’s new funding policy. Furthermore, the Educare teachers’ requirements were
less demanding than the requirements of regular classroom teachers, so the teachers who
participated in this study included a broad range of academic backgrounds.

Research Ethics
This study involved human subject participants, so it was reviewed in advance by
the Campus Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of Missouri-Columbia.
The IRB reviewed both versions of survey questions (Korean and English), as well as the
consent letter from director of the Korean Public Preschools Association (Appendix D),
and approved this study (Appendix C). The study involves two areas of ethical
responsibility: (a) informed consent and (b) confidentiality. The participants volunteered
their time to help in this research. I promised to protect participants from the harm that
could occur if I were thoughtless in dealing with the data they provided for this study.
The principle of informed consent implies that I will do my best to inform participants
about the nature of this research, the amount of time it will require of them, and any
potential harm or distress it might cause them (Appendix B). I made it clear that,
although I would like them to participate, they were free to decline without suffering any
consequences; I would not try to force them to participate. Because participants can be
harmed if their identities become known, I told them that I would maintain confidentiality
by concealing their identities and locations.
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Procedure
Data Collection
The data collection for this study was conducted by online survey. In May 2008, I
created an online survey based on previous studies (Kim & Chang, 1999; Kim & Han,
2004; Nardo et al., 2003). I made contact with the director of the Korean Public
Preschool Association and approved the consent letter about distribution of the survey
through the association’s individual e-mail system. The online survey was distributed in
this order: from the researcher to the director of Korean Public Preschool Association,
from the director to the staff of the Association from each province, and from the staff to
teachers in each preschool to participate in the survey. The survey was conducted from
June 1, 2008, to July 10, 2008. The online survey started with the consent letter page.
Unless participants clicked a box to indicate that they understood and agreed with the
consent letter page, the survey did not proceed to the next page (Appendix B). On July 10,
2008, I closed the survey because there had been no responses since July 3, 2008.

Data Analysis
All raw data were transferred to a Microsoft Excel 2007 file for further analysis. I
conducted descriptive analysis to examine the frequencies and dispersions of responses to
each survey question. Each respondent supplied the name of his or her province in a
short-answer question; province names were coded numerically to facilitate my
investigation of demographic information and overall responses. All statistical analyses
and figures were developed using Microsoft Excel 2007 and Word 2007.
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The open-ended answers were coded and tabulated regarding commonality and
difference. Using the Microsoft Excel 2007 program, the common words were counted.
All answers were originally coded in Korean and two peer reviewers who helped in
English checked the translation. In the short-answer question about CD lists, I determined
style or genre categories based on my knowledge of the recording or performer. The
categories were coded in the same genres as the lists in Question 19 (Children’s songs by
SungGyun Kim, Children’s songs by Yook Young Hoi, Children’s songs in English, and
Composition Awarded Children’s songs) and as the lists in Question 27 (Korean pop
songs, light classical, Korean folk song, classical, pop songs, and jazz).
The answers were freely translated to English based on overall meaning in Korean,
rather than a word-for-word translation, in order to deliver the true meaning more
effectively. Some meaningful narrative responses are cited in later chapters along with
coding patterns. The quotations were cited in Korean and English in order to help readers
from both South Korea and the United States better understand the information.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

The present research investigated and described the current music practices and
teachers’ needs regarding music instruction in South Korean public preschools. This
chapter answers the research questions contained in chapters 1 and 3; the questions were
based on the related literature as reviewed in chapter 2. The results describe the current
music practices in public preschools of South Korea. The survey consisted of 42
questions. The results in each section present frequency and dispersion with percentiles,
and all percentages were rounded.

Current Music Practices in Korean Public Preschools
The first and last sections of the survey (Questions 1 through 6 and Questions 39
through 42, respectively) elicited general and professional information, allowing me to
describe the sample. Of interest were characteristics of the preschools and of the
respondents, because those details form the basis of the answer to my first research
question: What are the current music practices in Korean public preschools?

General Information
The data were obtained from a random sample of 908 public preschools in 16
provinces. Of the total sample, 66.7% (n = 606) of the preschools participated, each
identifying one teacher who responded by completing the online survey. Although I
wanted to investigate all 16 provinces, no one responded from Gyeongnam. This, along
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with uneven sampling from the provinces, prevented me from comparing data among
provinces; the disproportionate response meant that figures could not be compared as
being representative of each province. The specific distribution of responses, with
provinces listed in order of most to fewest respondents: Gyeonggi (233), Incheon (79),
Gangwon (67), Chungnam (61), Seoul (24), Gyeongbuk (21), Chungbuk (20), Taegu (18),
Jeonbuk (16), Ulsan (16), Taejon (11), Busan (10), Cheju (9), Gwang-ju (3), Jeonnam (2),
and Gyeongnam (0). There were 16 respondents who did not give their locations.
Regarding the operating schedules of each school, survey data indicated more
respondents worked in half-day programs (55%) than in full-day programs (43%). These
percentages differ from those of a previous study that reported full-day programs
operated in 67% of schools nationwide (Chung, 2007). The discrepancy might be
explained by just one teacher per preschool responding to this survey; teachers were to
indicate the operating schedule of their classrooms only, even if their schools offered both
half-day and full-day programs. Therefore, responses may not be an accurate reflection of
the overall operating schedule of each participant’s school.
The age groups in the classrooms were 5 years (83%), 4 years (54%), and 3 years
(34%). Because this question required respondents to choose all answers that apply, the
total exceeds 100%. The teachers estimated the socioeconomic status of the children’s
families, with the majority (376, or 62%) reporting families as middle income; 307 (51%)
indicated low income and only 5 (1%), upper income. This question stated “choose all
that apply,” so the total exceeds 100%. The sizes of schools were divided into three
categories: large (more than 10 classes), medium (4 to 10 classes), and small (fewer than
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4 classes). According to the respondents, most schools are small (89%), with just a few
reported to be medium (9%) or large (1%).

Professional Information
The participants’ mean length of teaching experience was 12.6 years (SD = 7.96)
and ranged from 1 month to 27 years. The highest level of education for the majority of
respondents was a 4-year university degree (53%), followed by a master’s degree (35%),
2-year college (10%), 3-year college (1%). One participant held a doctoral degree (<1%).
The main teacher certification program was in early childhood education (93%).

Presence of a Music Specialist
Question 7 was asked to determine whether a music specialist was involved in the
program. Almost all participants (n = 596, 98%) responded that their center did not
employ a music specialist. When the response was no, the online questionnaire
automatically skipped the next two questions about music specialists.

Planning for Music Activities
This survey section dealt with the schedule and planning for music activities.
Questions 10 through 12 were intended to identify the frequency of music activities. My
first inquiry regarded the frequency of group involvement in music lessons. As illustrated
in Figure 2, none of participants answered never; a majority of them stated that their
lesson plans included group music activities more than twice a week. The planned music
activities lasted less than 30 minutes on average (Figure 3). Spontaneous music activities
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occurred in circle time more than once a week (Figure 4). When I compared the
responses to Questions 10 (the frequency of planning group music activities) and 12 (the
frequency of spontaneous music activities in circle time), I found similar patterns. The
percentages of participants who reported including music activities in their lesson plan
daily and those who indicated that spontaneous music activities occur more than five
times in circle time were the same (8% and 8%, respectively). The participants who chose
once a week in response to Questions 10 and 12 were 18% and 15%, respectively. No one
responded never to either question. However, when I examined the response three and
four times a week in more detail, I found the participants more frequently indicated that
spontaneous music activities occur during circle time (32%) than that scheduled music
activities are included in the lesson plan (24%).
%

n

Choices

Once a week
108
18
Twice a week
296
49
Three to four times a week
146
24
Daily
51
8
Never
0
0
No answer
5
1
Total
606 100
Figure 2. The frequency of planning group music activities (Q10).

n

Choices
0–15 minutes
16–30 minutes
31–45 minutes
More than 46 minutes
No answer

263
329
10
0
4

%
43
54
2
0
1

606 100
Total
Figure 3. The duration of the planned music activities (Q11).
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n

Choices

%

Once a week
93 15
Twice a week
267 44
Three times a week
155 26
Four times a week
39
6
More than five times
48
8
Never
0
0
No answer
4
1
Total
606 100
Figure 4. The frequency of spontaneous music activities in circle time (Q12).

Contents of Music Activities
With this section, comprising Questions 13 through 23, I investigated the contents
of music activities, beginning with a ranking of the importance of reasons for including
music in the curriculum. In Question 13, respondents rated the following reasons using a
5-point Likert-type scale scale: (a) to help with development of other areas (math, art,
etc.), (b) to develop the child’s social skills, (c) to develop the child’s physical
development, (d) to develop the child’s language development, (e) to develop the child’s
self-esteem, (f) for enjoyment and recreation, (g) to develop musicianship, and (h) to
promote cultural heritage (1 = not at all, 2 = a little important, 3 = somewhat important, 4
= important, 5 = very important). Figure 5 illustrates the participants’ ratings of these
eight reasons; the three-digit number near the top of the pentagon represents the number
(n) of the highest response. In this figure and throughout the chapter, I have used radar
graphs for easier comparisons.
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As seen in Figure 5, the majority of respondents stated that Q13-6, enjoyment and
recreation, was the most important reason for including music in the curriculum. Notably,
when the number of the responses very important and important were combined, 90% of
participants regarded enjoyment and recreation as the primary reason. Respondents
reported language development (Q13-4) and self-esteem (Q13-5) as the second most
important reasons, whereas they ranked promoting cultural heritage as the least important
of the eight. No answer was not included in the radar graphs. Each frequency was a
rounded value from raw data, so the total percentage may not equal 100% and values less
than 0.005 have been reported as 0%. The 19 participants who answered other provided
these reasons: “to develop ability to express,” “to deliver content of learning theme,” “to
release emotion,” “to develop musical sensitivity,” and “to complement educational
curriculum.” Table 4 summarizes the responses to Question 13.
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Table 4
Importance of Eight Reasons for Including Music in the Curriculum (Q13.1-9)
0

1

Ratinga
2
3

Reason

4

5

Total

To enjoyment and
recreation

%
#

1
5

0
0

0
1

8
50

44
269

46
281

99
606

To develop the child’s
language development

%
#

1
5

0
0

1
4

9
56

56
341

33
200

100
606

To develop the child’s
self-esteem

%
#

1
9

1
0

1
6

13
77

56
338

29
175

100
606

To develop the child’s
physical development

%
#

1
5

0
0

2
11

17
102

53
322

27
166

100
606

To develop
musicianship

%
#

1
6

0
2

3
20

18
108

45
274

32
196

99
606

To develop the child’s
social skills

%
#

1

0

3

21

54

22

101

4

0

16

126

328

132

606

To help with development of other areas
(math, art, etc.)

%
#

1
5

0
1

5
32

23
138

53
320

18
110

100
606

To promote cultural
heritage

%
#

3
17

0
2

3
21

30
182

51
309

12
75

99
606

Other

%
#

1
19

Note. The reasons are presented from most important to least important.
a
0 = no answer; 1 = not at all; 2 = a little important; 3 = somewhat important; 4 = important; 5 = very
important.
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For enjoyment and recreation

Physical development

Language development

To develop social skills

To develop self-esteem

To develop other areas

To promote cultural heritage

Note. The graphs within this figure present reasons in order from the most important to the least important.
The response other was excluded from this figure. Each triangular section of the pentagon represents one
possible response. 5 = very important and 1 = not at all. The shadowed portion of each graph provides a
visual image of the proportion of participants who selected each of these responses. The bar graph below
the pentagon presents the mean value.

Figure 5. The eight reasons for including music in the curriculum (Q13).
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Six choices were offered in Question 14, which sought to determine the
considerations teachers think are important when planning the music curriculum: (a)
music activity books, (b) weekly theme, (c) children’s needs, (d) music theory, (e)
preschools’ special curriculum, (f) National Curriculum for Pre-kindergarten (6th edition).
As with the previous question, participants rated the choices on a 5-point Likert-type
scale scale (1 = not at all to 5 = very important). The majority of participants (96%)
stated that a weekly theme is a very important or important consideration. As indicated in
Table 5, the National Curriculum for Pre-kindergarten (6th or 7th edition) was the next
most important consideration (85%), and music theory (40%) was the least important
(Figure 6). Twenty-seven (4%) respondents answered that the preschools’ special
curriculum was not important at all.
Table 5
Important Considerations in Planning the Music Curriculum (Q14.1-6)
Consideration
0

1

2

Rating
3

4

5

Total

Weekly theme

%
#

1
4

0
0

0
0

2
15

37
227

59
360

100
606

National Curriculum for
Pre-kindergarten (6th or 7th
edition)

%
#

1
9

0
0

2
13

12
74

52
313

33
197

100
606

Music activity books

%
#

1
7

0
0

2
10

17
101

60
365

20
123

100
606

Children’s needs

%
#

1
8

0
0

2
13

27
165

55
332

15
88

100
606

Preschools’ special
curriculum (e.g.,
Montessori curriculum)

%
#

1
9

4
27

25
153

33
198

30
183

6
36

99
606

Music theory

%
#

2
15

1
5

16
98

41
246

36
218

4
24

100
606

Note. The considerations are presented from most important to least important.
a
0 = no answer; 1 = not at all; 2 = a little important; 3 = somewhat important; 4 = important; 5 = very
important.
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Weekly theme

Children’s needs

Nat’l Curriculum for Pre-K

Music theory

Music activity books

Special curriculum

Note. The order presents the most important to the least important. Nat’l Curriculum for Pre-K = National
Curriculum for Pre-kindergarten.

Figure 6. The important considerations in planning the music curriculum (Q14).

Question 15 addressed the degree to which certain objectives are considered
important when planning a music curriculum. Six objectives were rated on a 5-point
Likert-type scale (scale 1 = not at all to 5 = very important). The six objectives were (a)
to develop music concepts, (b) to develop physical expression through music activity, (c)
to learn musical skills about playing instruments, (d) to enjoy music, (e) to help with
development of other areas (e.g., language, cognitive, physical) through music activities,
and (f) to develop creativity through improvisation and exploration. When the numbers of
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the responses very important and important were combined, “to enjoy music” ranked as
the most important objective (96%). “To develop physical expression through music
activity” (90%) and “to develop creativity through improvisation and exploration” (88%)
were stated as the second and third most important objectives, respectively; “to learn
musical skills about playing instruments” (41%) was reported to be the least important
objective, with four participants answering that it was not important at all (Table 6,
Figure 7).

Table 6
Importance of Six Objectives in Planning the Music Curriculum (Q15.1-6)
Objective

To enjoy music

To develop physical
expression through music
To develop creativity
through improvisation and
exploration
To help with development
of other areas through
music activity

To develop music concept

To learn musical skills
about playing instruments

Rating
0

1

2

3

4

5

Total

%

2

0

0

2

22

74

100

No.

10

0

0

14

135

447

606

%

1

0

1

7

55

35

99

No.

9

0

4

44

334

215

606

%

1

0

0

11

48

40

100

No.

8

0

3

65

289

241

606

%

2

0

1

13

57

28

101

No.

10

0

4

76

346

170

606

%

1

0

1

16

53

28

99

No.

9

0

9

98

323

167

606

%
No.

1
8

1
4

13
77

44
265

33
201

8
51

100
606

Note. The reasons are presented from most important to least important.
a
0 = no answer; 1 = not at all; 2 = a little important; 3 = somewhat important; 4 = important; 5 = very
important.
*Indicates rounded value.
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To enjoy music

To develop other areas

To develop physical expression
through music activity

To develop music concept

To develop creativity through
improvisation and exploration

To learn musical skills about
playing instruments

Note. The order presents the most important to the least important.

Figure 7. The objectives in planning the music curriculum (Q15).

Teachers lead a number of different circle time activities, and I used Question 16
to investigate the frequency of the following: (a) music appreciation, (b) singing, (c)
movement, (d) playing instruments (including improvisation), (e) learning music
concepts (elements), (f) music drama, (g) finger play, and (h) other. Each activity was
rated using a 6-point Likert-type scale (scale 1 = not at all, 2 = yearly, 3 = monthly, 4 =
1–2 times/week, 5 = 3–4 times/week, 6 = daily). As indicated in Table 7 and Figure 8,
participants reported that singing and finger play were their most frequent activities. In
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order to compare the frequencies of the activities, the percentages for ratings 1, 2, and 3
on the Likert-type scale scale were combined for each activity. After this calculation,
singing and finger play were the most frequent circle time activity, receiving 99% and
91%, respectively. Responses indicate that music drama and learning music concepts
elements) were the least frequent activities in circle time.
Table 7
Frequency of Activities in Circle Time (Q16.1-8)
Activity

Finger play

Sing

Other

Movement

Music
appreciation
Play
Instruments
including
(improvisation)
Learn music
concepts
(elements)
Music drama

Rating
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

%

1

0

1

6

28

27

36

99

#

9

2

4

36

170

166

219

606

%

1

0

0

0

42

31

26

100

#

7

0

0

1

253

188

157

606

%

95

0

0

1

1

1

2

100

#

577

3

0

4

7

5

10

606

%

1

0

0

6

73

15

6

101

#

6

0

1

34

440

88

37

606

%

1

0

1

34

50

5

8

99

#

10

11

26

245

277

25

12

606

%

2

2

4

40

46

4

2

100

#

10

11

26

245

277

25

12

606

%

3

10

10

38

34

4

1

100

#

16

61

58

233

209

23

6

606

%

2

17

28

38

13

2

0

100

#

11

106

168

229

77

13

2

606

Note. The reasons are presented from most important to least important.
a
0 = no answer; 1 = not at all; 2 = yearly; 3 = monthly; 4 = 1–2 times/week; 5 = 3–4 times/week; 6 = daily.
*Indicates rounded value. Values less than 0.005 were rounded to 0%, thus several columns show 0% even
though that is not the actual value contained in the raw data.
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Finger play

Movement

Learning music concepts

Singing

Other

Music appreciation

Playing instruments

Music drama

Note. The order presents most frequent to least frequent.

Figure 8. The frequency of activities in circle time (Q16).
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The next three questions (17 through 19) explored singing activities more
specifically. As mentioned in the previous chapter, because a substantial body of research
identified singing as the most frequent activity in preschool music classes, the present
study attempted to investigate singing activities in greater detail: how to teach songs to
children, how to choose songs for singing activities, and what kind of songs to use.
Question 17 was included to determine the accompaniment method used when
teaching songs to children. Respondents could choose from four methods: (a) singing
with piano (keyboard) accompaniment, (b) singing with guitar or autoharp
accompaniment, (c) singing with CD, (d) singing with no accompaniment. Each method
was to be rated according to a 6-point Likert-type scale (1 = not at all, 2 = yearly, to 6 =
daily). The majority of participants (n = 552, 91%) answered “singing with piano” more
than once or twice a week. Responses from 83% of participants indicated they were using
CDs at least once or twice a week, whereas only 7% used guitar or autoharp
accompaniment that often. In fact, 77% of respondents did not use guitar or autoharp
accompaniment at all. Table 8 and Figure 9 present the results of accompaniment
methods used in singing activities.
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Table 8
Accompaniment Methods Used When Teaching Children to Sing (Q17.1-4)
Accompaniment
0

1

2

Ratinga
3
4

5

6

Total

Piano (Keyboard)

%
#

2
13

2
13

0
3

4
25

36
221

21
127

34
204

99
606

CD

%
#

2
13

3
19

1
5

11
67

44
265

22
132

17
105

100
606

No Accompaniment

%
#

6
36

14
83

2
10

11
66

36
220

12
71

20
120

101
606

Guitar or Aautoharp

%
#

8
49

77
465

3
19

4
26

5
32

1
9

1
6

99
606

Note. The order presents the most frequent to least frequent method.
a
0 = no answer; 1 = not at all; 2 = yearly; 3 = monthly; 4 = 1–2 times/week; 5 = 3–4 times/week; 6 = daily.

With piano (keyboard)

With CD

With no accompaniment

With guitar or autoharp

Note. The order presents the most frequent to the least frequent accompaniment method.

Figure 9. How to teach children to sing (Q17).

Choosing Songs for Singing Activities
Question 18 asked teachers’ criteria for choosing the songs for singing activities.
There were six options: (a) to complement a weekly theme, (b) because I have a
children’s song book, (c) to teach a music concept, (d) I found a good song, and (e) other.
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The majority of participants (n = 571, 94%) chose the songs to complement a weekly
theme. The results were consistent with the results of Question 14, which indicated that
the most important consideration in planning the music curriculum was the weekly theme.
To examine the frequency of song selection, Question 19 asked: How often do
your students sing the following songs during a music class each year? The list of songs
was based on previous studies and a preliminary study: (a) a children’s song by
SungGyun Kim, (b) a children’s song in English, (c) a children’s song by Yook Young
Hoi, (d) Korean folk song, and (e) Composition Awarded Children’s song. The
respondents rated the frequency of each song choice using a 6-point Likert-type scale
(scale 1= not at all to 6 = daily). As shown in Table 9 and Figure 10, a substantial number
of participants (n = 529, 88%) used a children’s song by SungGyun Kim more than once
or twice a week. A Korean folk song (40%), a children’s song by Yook Young Hoi (41%),
and Composition Awarded Children’s song (47%) were used with similar frequency.
Table 9
Frequency of Songs Presented During Music Class Each Year (Q19.1-5)
Song
0

1

2

Ratinga
3
4

5

6

Total

Children song by
SungGyun Kim

%
#

1
8

0
2

0
2

11
65

56
338

20
119

12
72

100
606

Composition Awarded
Children song

%
#

8
50

3
21

4
25

36
221

39
239

6
39

2
11

98*
606

Children song by Yook
Young Hoi

%
#

13
78

11
65

4
27

31
185

35
214

4
27

2
10

100
606

Korean folk song

%
#

7
40

1
6

3
18

49
297

34
204

5
32

1
9

100
606

Children’s song in
English

%
#

17
105

33
203

12
73

20
124

14
86

1
8

1
7

98*
606

Note. The order presents the most frequent to least frequent.
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a

0 = no answer; 1 = not at all; 2 = yearly; 3 = monthly; 4 = 1–2 times/week; 5 = 3–4 times/week; 6 = daily.
*Indicates rounded value.

Children’s song by Sungyun Kim Composition Awarded Children’s song Children’s song by Yook Young Hoi

Korean folk song

Children’s song in English

Note. The order presents the most frequent to the least frequent.

Figure 10. The frequency of songs during a music class each year (Q19).

Responses to Questions 20 and 21 provide information about the use of a music
center in the classroom. The majority of respondents (74%) indicated that they had a
planned music center in their classroom, 25% of respondents reported they did not have
such a center, and 1% did not respond. Those who did not have a planned music center
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skipped the next question, which asked about materials in the music center. Of
respondents who had a planned music center in their classroom, however, 275 (45%)
equipped the center with rhythmic instruments and 77 (13%) had records or a cassette
and CD player, but no one had a microphone. Figure 11 presents the distribution of
instruments and other materials in the participants’ music centers.

a

Choices
Rhythm instruments
Records or cassette and CD player
Other
Keyboard
Songbooks
Microphone
No answera

%
n
275 45
77 13
52
9
34
6
15
2
0
0

Total

606 100

153

25

No answer indicated they did not have music center, so 153 respondents skipped this question.

Figure 11. The distribution of materials in participants’ music centers (Q21).

Question 22 aimed to determine the frequency with which participants planned
music as a free-choice activity. The majority of respondents (61%) stated that they
planned sometimes and 34% of them answered weekly, but 23 respondents (4%) reported
they never planned music as a free-choice activity.
Question 23 asked about assessment. Almost half of the respondents (47%)
included the assessment of music activity when they planned their general curriculum,
but 50% of them did not include assessment and 3% did not respond.
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Materials and Equipment Used in the Preschool Classroom
This section of the survey attempted to determine the kinds of materials and
equipment the respondents use in their preschools. Three questions followed regarding
accessible materials and equipment, frequently used materials and equipment, and
instruments that children are allowed to use during free-choice play time.
With Question 24, I investigated all of the materials and equipment used in the
classroom. Because this question allowed respondents to choose as many options as
applied, the sum of percentages exceeds 100%. Most of the respondents had a CD player
or cassette player, songbooks, and rhythmic instruments. In addition, 2% listed other
items such as an ocarina, instrument picture, melodian, Bongo, and Jambwe. The results
are shown in Figure 12.
Question 25 explored which instruments or equipment children were allowed to
play with during free-choice playtime. Of the respondents, 92% permitted children to
play rhythmic instruments during free-choice time (Figure 13). In the other category of
instruments or equipment (4%), there were a microphone, handbells, a recorder,
instruments made by children, a djembe, and a melodian. Two respondents indicated they
did not allow any instrument in a free-choice activity time.
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n %
Choices
Rhythm instruments
551 91
CD player or cassette player
548 90
Songbooks
515 85
Computer
469 77
Korean traditional drums
438 72
(Jang-gu, Pook, and So-go)
Piano
373 62
Xylophone
320 53
Music activity books or
309 51
storybooks related to music
Electronic keyboard
295 49
Music education software
283 47
Pitch bells
268 44
DVDs or videotapes
263 43
for music education
Music props and puppet
112 18
Composer pictures
82 14
Recorder
69 11
Music board (5 lines)
23 4
Other
12 2
Total
Figure 12. The accessible materials and equipment in the classroom (Q24).

%
n
Choices
Rhythm instruments
558 92
Korean traditional drums
354 58
(Jang-gu, Pook, and So-go)
CD player or cassette player
338 56
Xylophone or recorders
243 40
Piano
171 28
Keyboards
158 26
Other
23
4
Total
Figure 13. The allowed instruments during free-choice time (Q25).
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In response to Question 26, which inquired about the most frequently used
instruments or equipment for a music group activity, participants listed piano as the most
often used and the Korean traditional drum as the least often used (Figure 14). In the
other category (1%), respondents listed an ocarina, a guitar, an organ, a computer, and a
melodian.

%
n
Choices
Piano
211 35
CD player or cassette player
141 23
Keyboards
132 22
Rhythm instruments
95 16
No answer
10
2
Other
7
1
Xylophone or recorders
6
1
Korean traditional drums
4
1
(Jang-gu, Pook, and So-go)
Total
Figure 14. Frequency of instruments or equipment used for music group activity, in
descending order (Q26).

There are many genres of music, and Question 27 investigated the participants’
personal favorite style in music: 196 (32%) stated they preferred Korean pop songs,
whereas 177 (29%) reported classical music as their top choice (Figure 15). Other
responses included gospel, CCM (Christian contemporary music), new age music,
children’s songs, Korean folk songs, and all genres.
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Choices

n

Korean pop song

196

32

Classic
Light classic
Korean traditional music

177
76

29
13

59

10

Pop song
Other
Jazz
No answer

38
30

6
5

18
12

3
2

%

Total
Figure 15. Teachers’ favorite music genres (Q27).

Question 28 inquired about the three most frequently used CDs during the study
year and required respondents to identify title and composers in a type of short answer. I
determined style or genre categories based on my knowledge of the recording or
performer. The categories were coded in the same genre as the lists in Question 19
(children’s songs by SungGyun Kim, children’s songs by Yook Young Hoi, children’s

songs in English, and Composition Awarded Children’s song) and the lists in Question 27
(Korean pop song, light classical, Korean folk song, classical, pop songs, and jazz).
More specifically, the categories were a children’s song collection by SungGyun
Kim, children’s songs by several composers or unknown, children’s songs by Yook
Young Hoi, Korean folk songs, Composition Awarded Children’s songs, classical, and
light classical, as well as others. Those lists paralleled the possibilities provided in
Question 19 frequency of songs used annually during a music class), because that list was
based on peer reviewers’ comments about the preliminary survey. The most frequently
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used CD was the children’s song collection by SungGyun Kim (438), followed by
classical (132), children’s songs by several composers or unknown (129), and children’s
songs by Yook Young Hoi (114). In addition, Korean folk songs (73), and Composition
Awarded Children’s songs (53) had similar frequencies of use. The most frequently used
CDs in the classical genre were the music of Mozart (36) and Vivaldi (24), followed by
the music of Beethoven (9), Bach (6) and Saint-Saëns (4). Several respondents
downloaded songs from an Internet Web site for children’s songs. Only a few respondents
(5) used Korean pop songs, although answers to Question 19 indicated that as the
teachers’ favorite genre.
Question 29 concerned when teachers use CDs: 379 (63%) respondents indicated
they used CDs during group activity time; 235 (39%) and 210 (35%) respondents used
them during free-choice play time and cleanup time, respectively (Figure 16). In
responding to Question 29, the participants were to choose all that apply, so the total
exceeds 100%. In the other category were transfer time, art time, lunch time, when
introducing new songs, after outdoor play, reading time, meditation time, quiet activity,
and all day.
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Choices
Group activity time
Free-choice play time
Clean-up time

%
n
379 63
235 39
210

35

Morning starting time

111

18

Naptime

60

10

Other

71

12

Total
Figure 16. The time during which teachers use the CDs (Q29).

Teachers’ Needs for Music Practices in Korean Public Preschools
Difficulties Preschool Teachers Face When Teaching Music
This part of the survey examined teachers’ needs for teaching music in the
preschools. Ten questions were asked to investigate teachers’ needs; the item formats
included multiple-choice as well as open-ended questions.
Question 30 asked respondents to consider the following problems in teaching
music: lack of confidence in their singing skills, lack of materials, lack of equipment,
lack of ideas, and lack of confidence in their playing instrument skills. Each of problems
was rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale scale (1 = not a problem, 2 = a little difficult, 3 =
somewhat difficult, 4 = difficult, 5 = very difficult). Table 10 summarizes the responses.
When percentages for very difficult and difficult were combined in order to compare
frequencies, two issues emerged as being equally problematic for the teachers. Lack of
ideas and lack of confidence in playing instruments were cited as the most difficult
problems, whereas lack of confidence in their singing skills was the least difficult
problem (Figure 17). Other responses included “lack of information,” “difficulty to
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choose songs,” “teacher’s lack of interest,” “teacher’s voice hurting,” “no time to make
materials for music activity,” and “lack of instruments.”

Table 10
Difficulties in Teaching Music (Q30.1-5)
Difficulty
0

1

2

Rating
3

4

5

Total

Lack of ideas

%
#

2
13

1
7

10
58

36
217

41
248

10
63

100
606

Lack of confidence in your
playing instrument skills

%
#

3
17

3
17

11
67

32
193

35
214

16
98

100
606

Lack of materials

%
#

2
14

3
16

15
89

36
217

37
225

7
45

100
606

Lack of equipment

%
#

2
14

2
14

18
109

36
217

35
210

7
42

100
606

Lack of confidence in your
singing skills

%
#

2
12

8
49

24
146

31
187

30
179

5
33

100
606

Note. The order presents the most frequent to least frequent.
a
0 = no answer; 1 = not problem; 2 = a little difficult; 3 = somewhat difficult; 4 = difficult; 5 = very
difficult.

Lack of idea

Lack of skills to play instrument
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Lack of materials

Lack of equipment

Lakc of singing skills

Note. The order presents the most difficult to the least difficult.

Figure 17. The difficulties in teaching music (Q30).

Music Education for the Preschool Teacher
Question 31 investigated the frequency of teachers’ attendance at education
programs for music. The majority of respondents had attended a workshop or music
education program more than once; just 15% had never experienced a music education
program (Figure 18). When I examined the data of the teachers who had never attended a
music-related workshop or development program, I observed that those respondents had
been teaching anywhere from 1 month to 25 years. The majority of participants in this
category had been teaching for fewer than 3 years, but 11 had been teaching for more
than 20 years.
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Choices

n

%

Twice to three times

218

36

Once
Four to five times
Never (go to 34)

136
94
90

22
16
15

Six to eight times

32

5

More than nine times

26

4

No answer

10

2

100
Total
Figure 18. The frequency of attending a music education program or workshop (Q31).

To gain further information about this area, Question 32 explored the kinds of
workshops they had attended. Respondents were to choose all that applied from among
music appreciation, assessment for instruction, singing, movement and physical
expression, playing instrument, early childhood music education and methodology,
general music education, and other. Movement and expression was the most common
response, and assessment for instruction was the least (Figure 19). In addition, Question
33 inquired about how helpful the programs were; the overwhelming respondents stated
the workshops were helpful or more than a little helpful (Figure 20).
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Choices
n %
Movement and expression
257 42
Playing instrument
225 37
Early Childhood music education and
211 35
methodology
Singing
210 35
Music appreciation
166 27
General music education
142 23
Assessment for instruction
55
9
Other
17
3
Total
1,283 169
Figure 19. The kinds of workshops teachers attended (Q32).

The degree of help in attending workshops
Not at all No answer
12% Very helpful
0%
A little helpful
24%
3%

Somewhat
helpful
25%

Helpful
36%

Figure 20. The degree of help teachers thought workshops provided (Q33).

Question 34 asked what kinds of workshops respondents would like to attend in
the future. They were allowed to choose more than one answer, so the sum of percentages
exceeds 100%. The choices included (a) music appreciation, (b) assessment for
instruction, (c) singing, (d) movement and expression, (e) playing an instrument, (f) early
childhood music education and methodology, (g) general music education, and (h) other.
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The three highest demands for workshops were music appreciation (49%), playing an
instrument (44%), and movement and expression (40%). Figure 21 shows more specifics.

Choices
n %
Music appreciation
294 49
Playing instrument
268 44
Movement and expression
241 40
General music education
189 31
Singing
177 29
Assessment for instruction
142 23
Early childhood music education
124 20
and methodology
Other
2
0
Total
1,437 236
Figure 21. The subjects of workshops that teachers want to attend in the future (Q34).

The next two items focused on center support for workshop attendance and the
music program. Question 35 investigated current support from the center to attend
workshops related to music education. Time support (60%) ranked the highest, in forms
such as early dismissal or providing a substitute teacher. Financial support such as
registration and transportation expense followed as the second most common support.
Examples of other opinions (7%) are as follows: “Public preschool could attend optional
workshop”; “I never apply support for workshop”; and “I did not attend because it was
not good.”
Whereas Question 35 asked about current support from the center, Question 36
examined teachers’ need for support from the center in the future. The majority of
teachers (61%) wanted to purchase materials; the next most common desire (56%) was
for financial support such as registration for and transportation to workshops. Other
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opinions (3%) included the needs for space or room, more professional knowledge,
various workshops, quality workshop, various locations for workshops, a greater variety
of materials including CDs and appropriate instruments for young children, and to
purchase instruments. Figures 22 and 23 summarize the responses to these two questions.

Choices

n

%

Time support
364 60
(early dismissal or substitute teacher)
Financial support (registration,
150 25
transportation)
Not at all
122 20
Other
44
7
Total
680 112
Figure 22. In what ways does your center support you attending workshops related to
music education? (circle all that apply) (Q35).

n

Choices

%

Purchase materials

371

61

Financial support

337

56

Time support

234

39

Other

20

3

962 159

Total

Figure 23. What kind of support do you want to get from the center? (circle all that
apply) (Q36).

Teachers’ Opinions of Music Education
Questions 37 through 39 were open-ended in order to examine more direct
information from participants. The questions included desirable music courses at the
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undergraduate level, the greatest benefit of music education in preschools, and
suggestions for early childhood music education.
Question 37 asked about music-related classes they wished they had been offered
as undergraduates studying to be preschool teachers. The participants suggested several
areas that were consistent with responses to Question 34. To facilitate data analysis, I
used the Microsoft Excel 2007 software program to count the common words in their
answers. According to the frequency of each, I created the following course categories:
methodology, assessment, general music education, early childhood music education,
Korean traditional music, basic music skills, music theory and other see (Table 11).
Table 11
Music-Related Classes They Wished They Had as an Undergraduate Studying to Be
Preschool Teachers (Q37)
Categories

Responses (n)

Totals
324

Methodology

Playing instruments (103)
Music appreciation (105)
Expression (61)
Singing (36)
Various genres & approaches (10)
Integration (9)

Korean traditional music

Korean instruments, Folksongs

General music education
& early childhood music
education

Broad music education & specific
music education for preschoolers

Basic music skills

Accompanying, transposition, singing
skills

25

Music theory

Basic music theory to read and write
music and music concept

8

Other

Musical drama (13)
Creative activity (9)
Multicultural genres (1)
Free-choice activity (2)

89

51
27

25

An analysis of the data indicated that the most common desire for undergraduate
courses were those involving practical methodology based on music concepts, theory,
and general education. More specifically, respondents stated needs to learn the methods
of Orff, Dalcroze, and Kodály. They wanted to observe the real process of instruction
including warm-ups, procedure, and follow-up activities. Some responses pointed to the
need for “integration with other learning areas.” Regarding methodology, singing and
listening activities (i.e., music appreciation) were topics the respondents wished they had
studied. They wanted to know how to teach singing as well how to sing for themselves.
Also, they wanted to know how to choose developmentally appropriate songs that were
related to themes. Playing an instrument was also one of the needs reported. Participants
desired to learn to play instruments for themselves as well as how to teach children to
play instruments. With regard to playing an instrument, the respondents said they wanted
to learn basic skills and various instruments beyond piano, including guitar and other
portable instruments. Some respondents mentioned accompaniment skills and
transposition for a child’s pitch range, and even simple composition.
Some respondents presented the desire that each child should have an opportunity
to learn at least one instrument. Substantial needs relating to traditional Korean music,
such as Korean folk songs and traditional instruments, were reported. Some responses
illustrated the need to know how to plan and instruct in a music center as a free-choice
activity time. Although when answering Question 20, the majority of respondents (74%)
stated there was a planned music center in their classroom, they still requested ideas and
instruction for music activities in the music center. Techniques for leading music
appreciation (i.e., listening activities) were also in high demand. Respondents wanted to
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learn how to choose music of various genres, to develop an age-appropriate music
collection of songs and arrangements that are related to a weekly learning theme.
There was the desire to develop musicianship, musical sense, and various
expressions including movement for young children. Respondents also indicated a need
to know about assessment. In addition, participants reported a desire for general music
learning theory, music concepts, and music theory. Some interesting comments from the
open-ended responses follow:
유아에게 음악을 지도시 어떻게 어느정도를 가르쳐야 하는 지
모르겠다.
I am not sure how to teach music and how in-depth I should teach music
for young children.
음개념 및 음감발달에 관한 교육 및 교수-학습방법 평가에 대해 꼭
다루었으면 합니다.
I would like to have courses about method and assessment for music
concepts and musicianship in undergraduate programs.

Overall, respondents wished for more practical and concrete music education courses that
encompassed basic concepts.
Question 38 investigated teachers’ beliefs by inquiring about the greatest benefit
of music education in preschools. Common responses indicated there were numerous
benefits: aesthetic and emotional development, relaxation, enjoyment, integration with
other subjects, transition, active involvement, social development, creativity, selfconfidence, active personality, language development, effective content delivery, an aid
for learning other subjects, children’s increased interest and focus, understanding content
easily, rhythmic development, joyful class management, a basis for all learning areas, and
love of singing. Enjoyment and aesthetic emotional development were the most common
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responses (Table 12). The responses paralleled the benefits of music education mentioned
in the previous chapter:

대집단의 대부분의 어린이들이 집중, 흥미 느끼고 즐거워함.
Most children in a group are focused because of [their] interest and enjoyment.

유아들이 즐거워하고 정서적으로 좋음
Music makes children joyful and provides an emotional release.

함께 하면서 전체가 하나된 느낌, 즐거움.
Music ties us together and creates a joyful unification in a class.
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Table 12
The Greatest Benefit of Music Education in Preschools (Q38)
Category

Responses (n)

Totals

Enjoyment and
aesthetic emotional
development

Enjoyment (190)
Emotional development (128)
Relaxation (26)

344

Social development &
group activity skills

Increase children’s interest and focus (38)
Self-confidence (25)
Active involvement (19)
Social development (14)
Emotional communication (8)
Whole child approach (6)
Positive and active personality (6)
Transition (3)

119

Musicianship

Expression (49)
To love singing a song (5)
Rhythmic development (10)
To increase interest in music (14)

78

Academic area

Integration with other subjects (17)
Language development (16)
Effective content delivery (13)
Help learning other subjects (6)
Understand content easily (11)
To provide a basis for all learning areas (5)

68

Creativity
Other

26
Cultural heritage (1)
Various experiences (1)

Question 39 asked for teachers’ suggestions for improving music education in
preschools in South Korea. The open-ended answers were coded as common words and
meanings. Many meaningful suggestions were provided: (a) develop various musical
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experiences and methodology, (b) teachers’ professional development, (c) develop
materials and equipment, (d) enjoyment and emotional development, (e) support, and (f)
other (Table 13). More specifically, the participants suggested improving professional
development for preservice and inservice teacher programs, such as more thorough
teacher preparation courses at the college level, as well as workshops and education for
preschool teachers that are not optional but are mandatory and occur periodically.

Table 13
Teachers’ Suggestions for Improving Music Education (Q39)
Category
Various musical
experiences &
methodology

Teachers’ professional
development

To develop materials
and equipment

Support

Response (n)
Korean traditional music (29)
Various genres and approaches (25)
Playing instruments (22)
Practical methodology (17)
Music appreciation (9)
Singing (4)
Music drama (2)
Integration (10)
Music center (8)
Professional preservice, inservice
teacher education programs (93)
Qualified professionals for
early childhood music education (9)
Systematic music education (17)
Instructional materials (56)
More songs & CDs (18)
Development of programs (18)
Music room (7)
Equipment (8)
More instruments (5)
Music textbooks (3)
Financial and time support from
center and government (22)
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Totals
126

119

115

22

Table 13 (continued)
Teachers’ Suggestions for Improving Music Education (Q39)
Category
Other

Response (n)

Totals

Music specialist (13)
Opportunity to attend concert for
children (8)
Music activity as daily routine (7)
Developmentally appropriate (6)
Creative music education (3)
Teacher’s attitude and aptitude (2)
Assessment (1)
Instrument instruction for children
of low-income family (1)
Various accompaniment (1)
More music time (1)
Music theory (1)

Although some respondents mentioned employing a music specialist, others
rejected that idea. Another suggestion was to add material and equipment such as music
textbooks, an organized music program, a song collection, CDs, software, quality
speakers, and a spacious music room. Several teachers pointed out noise during freechoice activities, so they suggested a soundproof room or a separate music center.
The response develop methodology paralleled responses to Question 37 such as
musical drama, using Korean traditional music including folk songs and traditional
instruments, music of various genres, and more practical instruction. For additional
experiences, they suggested providing opportunities for children to participate in musical
concerts, various activities, and to provide instrument instruction for children of lowincome families. Also, respondents suggested acquiring financial support from the center
as well as national funding. Moreover, there were interesting suggestions about
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preservice and inservice music education programs, music activity for enjoyment, support
from government, develop instructional materials, Korean traditional music:

대학에서의 음악에 대한 실제적인 교수 학습지도 능력을 향상
시켜주어야 하고 현장에서 새로운 음악교육에 대한 다양한 연수가
이루어져야 함.
Preservice education programs should include more practical
methodology and instruction courses, and inservice programs should
provide various workshops.
보여주기 보다는 아이들이 즐겨 부르는 것에 초점을 두어야 할 것
같습니다.
It should be focused more on enjoying music than on performance.
교사의 전문성과 교수 기술 향상을 위하여 유아 음악교육에 대한
보다 많은 연수기회와 재정적 지원이 국가적 차원에서 이루어졌으면
합니다.
In order to improve teachers’ professional development, many workshops
and financial support at the national level are suggested.
교사가 보다 음악을 즐겨야 아이들에게 음악을 잘 지도할 수
있으므로 유아교사를 대상으로 한 지속적인 음악연수 프로그램을
지원해야 한다.
Teachers can teach music well when they enjoy music themselves, so
a continuous music education program for preschool teachers should be
supported.
전통 악기와 전통 음악교육을 강화해야 한다.
A Korean traditional music education including traditional instruments
should be reinforced.
무차별적으로 실시되고 있는 유아음악장르를 음악전문가의 심의를
거쳐 표준화된 음악교육과정을 만들고 그에 따른 지도 자료를 개발
보급해야 함.
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Professional early childhood music educators should develop standards for
early childhood music education curriculum and materials in order to limit
the current explosion of music programs for early childhood.
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Summary
The data of this study were obtained from the public preschools in South Korea,
and 66.7% (n = 606) of the total sample (N = 908) responded using the online survey
instrument. According to the data, respondents were from 15 of the 16 provinces of South
Korea, although 16 respondents did not identify their location. Regarding the preschools’
schedules, 55% of responses indicated a half-day program and 43%, a full-day program.
The ages of children in a preschool class ranged from 3 to 5 years. The size of most of the
schools was small (89%), though a few of them were reported as medium (9%) or large
(1%). Teachers estimated that the children’s families were low income (51%) or middle
income (62%); only 5 (1%) responded that children in their classrooms were from upper
income families. The average length of teaching experience was 12.6 years and the
majority of respondents (88%) had at least a 4-year university degree. The majority of
participants (98%) responded that their center did not employ a music specialist.
The 42 questions regarding the current music practices of public preschools were
divided into seven categories. The majority of teachers stated that their lesson plan
included group music activities more than twice a week and lasted less than 30 minutes
on average. The majority of respondents answered that enjoyment and recreation were the
most important reasons for including music in the curriculum. Also, the majority of
participants (96%) stated that a planned music curriculum with a weekly theme was a
very important or important consideration. Singing and finger play were the most
frequently occurring activities. Respondents taught singing with a piano accompaniment
or CD. They chose the songs to complement the weekly theme. The majority of
preschools used a selection of children’s songs by SungGyun Kim. Although 74% of
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respondents answered that they had a planned music center, their replies to the openended questions indicated that they did not have enough ideas for activities in the music
center. Rhythmic instruments were the most accessible instruments in a music center, but
a piano was the most frequently used during the circle time in the classrooms. The
participants’ personal favorite genres were Korean pop songs and classical. The majority
of respondents indicated SungGyun Kim CDs as the most frequently used recordings
during group activities.
Teachers identified their lack of ideas for music activity in preschools as a
difficulty. The majority of teachers hoped to have more practical and thorough preservice
and inservice music education programs for preschool teachers.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Summary
This study investigated the current music practices and teachers’ needs for music
education in public preschools in South Korea using an online survey. This instrument
was used because it permits both confidentiality for, and convenient access to, preschool
teachers.
The sample for this study consisted of teachers from public preschools selected
randomly from a total of 4,541 public preschools. Although South Korea has a total of
8,294 preschools (private and public), this study focused on public preschools only.
Because this study was designed to research Korean preschool teachers, but the results
are presented in English, the survey was written in two versions, South Korean and
English (Appendixes A and B). For validation of this study, the questionnaire was revised
using a peer-review process. Peer reviewers from South Korea and the United States
evaluated the consistency of translation, the relevance of content, and overall structure
and length.
The survey consisted of 42 items: 38 Likert-type scales or multiple-choice
questions, and 4 open-ended. The questions concerned demographic information, current
music practices, and teachers’ needs.
The director of the Korean Public Preschool Association and the staff from each
province cooperated with me and recruited survey participants by using their e-mail
system. Thus, the data for this study were obtained from public preschools throughout
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South Korea; there were 606 respondents, 66.7% of the 908 solicited to participate.
According to the data, participants responded from 15 of the 16 provinces of South
Korea; however, 16 of 606 respondents did not identify their locations. Thus, though it
cannot be verified, it is possible that all 16 provinces were represented. An examination
of the data indicated that half-day and full-day programs occurred in similar proportions,
with the age of children in the preschool class ranging from 3 to 5 years. Most schools
were small (fewer than four classes) and teachers estimated that most of the children’s
families were low income or middle income. The average reported length of teaching
experience was 12.6 years (SD = 7.96), but ranged from 1 month to 27 years; most
respondents had earned more than a 4-year university degree. The majority of
participants’ schools did not employ a music specialist.
The 42 questions regarding the current music practices of public preschools were
divided into seven categories according to item content. The majority of teachers stated
that their lesson plan included group music activities more than twice a week that lasted
less than 30 minutes on average. The majority of respondents answered that enjoyment
and recreation were the most important reason for including music in the curriculum.
Also, 96% of participants stated that a planned music curriculum with a weekly theme
was a very important or important consideration, and they chose songs to complement the
theme. According to survey results, singing and finger play were the most frequently
occurring activities. The teachers taught songs with piano accompaniment or a CD. The
majority of preschools used a selection of children’s songs by SungGyun Kim, and the
majority of respondents indicated that this composer’s CDs were the most frequently
used during group activities. Although many respondents answered that they had a
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planned music center, their replies to the open-ended questions indicated that they did not
have enough ideas for activities in the music center. Rhythmic instruments were the most
accessible instrument in a music center, but a piano was the most frequently used during
circle time in the classroom. The participants’ favorite genres were Korean pop songs and
classical music.
Teachers identified a lack of ideas for music activity in preschools as a difficulty.
The majority of participants requested more practical and thorough preservice and
inservice music education programs for preschool teachers.

Music Practices
Qualifications of Teachers Responsible for Music in Preschools
From participant reports, it appears that most teachers in public preschools in
South Korea had the primary responsibility for teaching music, and most of these
preschools did not have a music specialist. These results are comparable to those of
previous studies involving preschools in various countries, including the United States
(Daniels, 1991; Golden, 1989; Nardo, Custodero, Persellin, & Fox, 2006), Korea (M. H.
Lee, 2005; S. H. Lee, 2003; Y. J. Lee, 2005), and South Africa (Herbst, De Wet, &
Rijsdijk, 2005). Respondents’ average teaching experience and academic backgrounds
varied widely. Although public preschool teachers generally have a higher academic
background than private teachers due to the stringent exam one must pass in order to be a
public preschool teacher (Kim & Moon, 2006), the present study revealed diverse
academic backgrounds. One possible explanation is found in the public preschools’
operating schedule and subsequent inferences that can be made about teacher
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qualifications. Survey responses indicated a fairly even division between full-time and
part-time public preschool classes. The teachers who work in part-time programs must
pass the exam; however, since 2003, full-time programs have been offered through the
Educare system, which requires less demanding qualifications for its teachers than parttime programs require of regular classroom teachers. Therefore, it is plausible for the
study results to comprise this broader range of academic background. Another possibility
may be related to teachers’ teaching experiences. According to Chung (2007), the
majority of public preschool teachers’ academic backgrounds were 2-year college degrees
in 1991, but more and more teachers were acquiring 4-year degrees. The average teaching
experience of public preschool teachers in this study was 12.6 years and ranged from 1
month to 27 years. The finding of such broad academic backgrounds in this study may be
related to the dispersion of teaching experience. Although participants were mostly
regular teachers, the teachers who had longer teaching experience may have had less
advanced academic backgrounds. Further investigation of relationships between teaching
experience and academic backgrounds is suggested.

Goals, Objectives, and Content of Music Activities
Teachers reported that Korean public preschools had regular music activities more
than once a week, which is consistent with the findings of similar studies conducted in
the United States (Daniels, 1991; Denac, 2008; Golden, 1989; Nardo, 2001) and
comparable to the National Association for Music Education’s (MENC, 1994a)
recommendation for music practices. In order to determine the degree to which activities
that took place were actually planned by the teachers, the questions were separated into
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two categories: the frequency of planned music activities and the frequency of
spontaneously occurring music activities during circle time. Of the preschool teachers
surveyed, 91% reported that their lessons plans included music one to four times per
week, and the same percentage reported that spontaneous music activity happened in
circle time one to four times per week, as well. Closer examination of the data revealed
that for the highest levels of music activities, 26% of the teachers planned for music
activities three to four times per week, whereas spontaneous activities occurred three to
four times per week in 32% of the respondents’ classrooms. Further investigation would
be interesting to answer the following questions: What elements lead to more
spontaneous activities? Are these activities generated by the children? How do teachers
handle these unplanned music activities?
Many teachers included music in the curriculum for enjoyment and recreation,
which is similar to findings of Temmerman (1998, 2000) and Golden (1989). Other
reasons marked frequently were to develop language and self-esteem. In accord with
previous research (Carol, 1999; Kwon, 2005; M. H. Lee, 2005; S. H. Lee, 2003), the
present study indicated that the weekly theme was the most important consideration for
teachers planning a music curriculum.
According to respondents, the most important objective in planning the music
curriculum was to enjoy music; this reflects the results of the earlier question about
important reasons to include music in the curriculum. Peery, Peery, and Draper (1987)
also investigated reasons for teaching music to young children. I incorporated some of
reasons they listed into my survey, and there are similarities between Peery and
colleagues’ findings and write-in responses from participants in the present study. One
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notable finding is that teachers identified the National Kindergarten Curriculum
Standards (6th or 7th edition) as their second highest consideration when planning the
music curriculum. These results differed from those of a previous study (Kwon, 2003),
which indicated that only 23.8% of Korean teachers planned their lessons according to
the National Kindergarten Curriculum due to its idealistic and voluntary nature. Unlike
Kwon’s participants, however, teachers in this study were all from public preschools. The
difference in the samples may account for the discrepancy, because the national
curriculum may play a stronger role for them than for private preschool teachers. The
response that preschools’ special curriculum was the least important consideration may be
explained by the following: Compared with private preschools, public preschools are less
likely to use a specific curriculum such as Montessori.
To gain further knowledge about the goals and objectives teachers considered to
be most important, I asked about the general goal of music education and the specific
objective for each music lesson; enjoyment was the answer to both. This result is in
accord with the main objective of the Korean National Curriculum Standards for
Expression Life, which is to develop curiosity about nature and objects, creative
expression, aesthetic appreciation, and aesthetic and emotional development. It is
interesting that participants reported that “to learn musical skills about playing
instruments” was the least important objective in planning the music curriculum, even
though responses to Question 16 indicated that this activity occurred more than once a
week. From this, one may infer that teachers planned the activity of playing instruments
for a reason other than learning music skills.
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A disturbing finding is the low frequency assigned to learning music concepts
(elements). This, along with the low priority placed on musical skills, paralleled findings
of a previous study (Nardo et al., 2006). Further investigation is warranted regarding why
teachers think that learning skills and concepts are not very important. Three possible
reasons are that teachers: (a) think the children cannot learn musical concepts and skills;
(b) do not know how to teach these skills; and (c) do not have these skills or knowledge
themselves.
It appears that music time in preschools follows a similar pattern to preschools in
the past. As previous studies have demonstrated (Denac, 2008; Golden, 1989; Kwon,
2002; M. K. Lee, 2000, S. H. Lee, 2003, Y. J. Lee, 2005; Nardo et al., 2006; Suh, 2003;
Tarnowski & Barrett, 1997) and responses to Question 16 revealed, the most frequent
activity during circle time was singing. Movement and finger play also were rated as
highly frequent activities. However, music drama was reported to be the least frequent
activity, a response that represented the lack of variety in music activities in preschools.
Because singing was indicated as the most frequent activity in the previous
research (a result found in the present study as well), I included more specific questions
about singing activity on the questionnaire. Teachers mostly used piano accompaniment
and rarely used guitar or autoharp accompaniment when they taught songs. These results
are consistent with those of previous studies (M. H. Lee, 2005; Y. J. Lee, 2005). In Korea,
the piano is a very popular instrument for teachers; most undergraduate courses in the
early childhood education department required those studying for the kindergarten
teacher certificate program to enroll in a piano accompaniment class. As a result, singing
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with piano accompaniment was expected as a primary method to teach music in
preschools.
Additionally, I wanted to discover how teachers chose the songs for singing
activities. The majority of teachers decided upon songs to complement a weekly theme,
but none of them chose the songs to help them teach a music concept. This may offer
further support that preschool teachers regard music concepts as too advanced for young
children. Another investigation related to singing activity was to examine what kinds of
songs were sung in preschools. Based on responses to my pilot survey, I created song
categories. As I expected, preschool teachers most often used children’s songs by
SungGyun Kim, with Composition Awarded Children’s songs the next highly used. The
latter category comprised songs from a yearly competition of compositions for children
songs. However, the original target audience for these songs was elementary school
children. Therefore, the songs might not be appropriate for preschoolers, as Yim and Kim
(2004) implied in their study of appropriateness of the children’s songs sung in the
kindergartens. As for the other categories, children’s songs by Yook Young Hoi was the
third most frequent response, and Korean folk songs and children’s songs in English were
the fourth and least frequent, respectively. According to Kim (2000), interest in
traditional Korean culture in early childhood education has been growing since 1990; it
began with individual research about Korean traditional culture and developed into the
Korean Kindergarten National Curriculum and instructional materials. Therefore, more
traditional Korean music has been introduced to children now than in the past; the results
of this study exceeded my expectations in this area. Regarding the least frequent category,
there are many English-language preschools in South Korea, but they are all private
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schools. If participants from these schools had been included in this study, reported use of
songs in English likely would have been much higher.
One of my curiosities about music practices in preschools was current practices
related to the classroom music center. MENC’s position statement on early childhood
education declared that “musical experiences should be play-based and planned for
various types of learning opportunities such as one-on-one, choice time, integration with
other areas of the curriculum, and large-group music focus” (http://www.menc.org/
about/view/early-childhood-education-position-statement).
As previous studies have emphasized (Devries, 2004; Kenney, 1989; Lee, 2000;
Temmerman, 2000), in order to provide various music experiences to children, individual
activity for exploring sounds should be provided in addition to group activity. Although
the majority of teachers had a planned music center in their classroom, one fourth of
participants indicated they had no music center in their classroom. A majority of teachers
replied that “sometimes” they planned a free-choice activity and 23 teachers answered
that they “never” planned such an activity. Therefore, it appears that offering individual
music activities was still a minor consideration in the preschools. Regarding materials in
the music centers, they were most frequently equipped with rhythm instruments.
Because the environment is a critical element of the educational setting for young
children, the musical environment was examined. In order to examine the musical
environment including equipment, materials, and instruments, I asked three questions. As
with previous research that found a substantial number of schools equipped with piano
and rhythmic instruments (Kim, 2003; M. K. Lee, 2000; S. H. Lee, 2003), which were
also the most frequently used (Golden, 1989; Kim; M. K. Lee; S. H. Lee), most Korean
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public preschools represented in this study also had a keyboard and rhythm instruments.
When comparing instruments and materials accessible to teachers versus instruments that
children were allowed to play, I found slightly different results. Rhythm instruments and
xylophone were used frequently by both teachers and children. However, piano was used
often by teachers in a group setting, but it was the instrument least used by children. It is
possible that children were not allowed to play piano during free-choice time due to the
noise level. According to Grebennikov (2006), 92% of teachers in preschools were
exposed to daily noise that was considered potentially harmful; likewise, individual
musical experiences may lead to an increase in the noise level as a child explores sounds.
However, as previous studies have demonstrated (Sims, 2005; Sims & Nolker, 2002),
children’s individual responses to music apparently vary greatly, and many music
educators (Devries, 2004; Kenney, 1989; M. K. Lee, 2000; Temmerman, 2000), as well
as the MENC National Standards for Prekindergarten (1994), have emphasized that
individual music experience is an important component of early childhood music
education. To avoid conflict, music educators should make an effort to develop an
effective environment in the preschool setting regarding classroom noise and individual
musical experience. For example, a keyboard with headphones and a soundproof area for
singing would be appropriate in preschool settings.
It is interesting that a large number of participants identified traditional Korean
drums such as Jang-gu, Pook, and So-go as accessible instruments in the classroom and
ones that children were allowed to play, but teachers rarely used them. Jang-gu is a
traditional drum that requires certain playing skills, but So-go is a small hand drum that
can be played without special skills. Teachers’ low frequency of using traditional Korean
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drums may be explained by the following: Educational interest in traditional Korean
music has increased only recently, yet participants’ teaching experience, on average,
spanned more than 12 years. Therefore, because of this changing trend, the participants
may not have learned to use traditional Korean instruments as an instructional tool during
their teacher education programs. Another possibility is that, no matter when they learned
to be a teacher, they may not be familiar with how to play the instruments. Further
investigation using observation and personal interviews is recommended to find the
actual reason teachers seldom use these traditional drums.
As a previous question about singing activity indicated, CDs also were often used
as music material in public preschools. Teachers reported that they used CDs primarily in
group activities and then secondarily as background music during free-choice time and
cleanup. Other responses included transition time, art time, lunch, when introducing new
songs, right after outdoor play, reading, meditation time, quiet activity, and all day.
Despite the responses to Question 27, which indicated that teachers’ favorite
music genres were Korean pop songs and classical music, the CDs most frequently used
during the survey year were of children songs. Only five respondents used Korean pop
songs in their classes. The results differ from Sims and Cecconi-Roberts’s (2005) findings
in the United States. They investigated the availability and use of recorded music in
selected prekindergarten classrooms. They found that the classroom repertoire paralleled
the teachers’ own CD collections. In contrast, this study indicated that the most frequently
used CDs were inconsistent with Korean teachers’ personal preferences. On this basis, it
appears that Korean teachers used CDs with a more child-centered purpose than U.S.
teachers did. In both open-ended and multiple-choice questions, teachers identified the
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collection of children’s songs by SungGyung Kim as the most frequently used songs
during music time. Classical CDs were the second most often used. Because respondents
were asked to write the titles and composers of the three CDs they used most frequently
during the current school year, it was possible for numerous genres to be included. Yet
respondents stated that jazz and pop songs were their least favorites, and according to
survey answers, those genres were least represented in the classroom. Therefore, genre
preferences might affect teachers’ use of CDs. Another possibility is that the public
preschools, the target of this study, might order their CDs together, as a group. A greater
variety of CDs would be desirable to provide children with more diverse music listening
experiences.
Although assessment is a critical element of education (Bredekamp & Copple,
1997; Miranda, 2004), in order to limit the survey’s length, the present study contained
only one question about the assessment of music activity in planning the music
curriculum. About half the teachers responding included a planned assessment. Teachers
who did not include a formal assessment in the music curriculum might evaluate students
with casual observation throughout the daily routine. However, more formal assessment
is recommended, similar to that conducted in other curriculum areas, because as
mentioned in previous chapters, early musical experiences are imperative and
developmentally appropriate practices should be provided. Systematic assessment could
provide teachers with information about the wide range of children’s individual
differences and developmental stages. In order to investigate reasons that teachers did not
include assessment in the music curriculum, deeper examination with interviews or
journaling is warranted. As Miranda suggested, “assessment includes observation of
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development, description of children’s behavior, collections of work products, and
opportunities to demonstrate performance, with the ultimate purpose of contributing to
teacher planning for further learning experiences” (p. 53). Music educators should
incorporate these evaluative techniques and develop appropriate, practical assessment
methods for use by preschool teachers.

Teachers’ Needs
Music Education Programs and Workshops
The participants of this study indicated a wide variety of needs and suggestions.
As shown in previous studies (Choy & Kim, 2007; Golden, 1990; Harle, 1990; Kelly,
1998; M. H. Lee, 2005; M. K. Lee, 2000; de L’Etoile, 2001; Nardo, 2001; Nicholas &
Honig, 1995; Saunders & Baker, 1991; Temmerman, 1998; Yi & Sims, 2001), teachers
reported that the most difficult problem they face when teaching music in preschools is
lack of ideas, followed by lack of confidence in playing instruments. These findings were
revealed in open-ended questions as well as Likert-type items. The answers demonstrated
a high demand for teacher education programs led by qualified early childhood music
professionals so that public preschool teachers may acquire ideas and methodology
applicable to music activities.
Interestingly, the least difficult problem identified by the participants was lack of
confidence in their singing skills. This may be because of unique characteristics of
Korean culture. Bowman (2008), in an article about using Korean folk music in the
American music education curriculum, indicated that Korea has a singing culture in
which singing is valued and expected as part of all the major life events, and throughout
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people’s life spans. Singing alone in front of others is an ordinary occurrence to be
expected at family and other gatherings. Therefore, teachers may not find singing to be a
difficult task, and may not be self conscious about their own singing skills.
Overall, teachers seemed eager to learn about music education. In accord with
previous research (Yoon, 2005), which found that most teachers planned to attend musicrelated workshops in the future, teachers in this study seemed to have a high desire to
learn the fundamentals of early childhood music education. Yoon’s study also found that
public and private preschools differed as to the main source of teachers’ music education.
Whereas the teachers at private preschools responded that their main source of music
education was preservice teacher education programs, the teachers of public preschools
revealed that they relied primarily on inservice education programs. In order to develop
early childhood music education programs, music educators should consider the balanced
development both of preservice and inservice education.
The majority of respondents attended a workshop or music education program
more than once, yet about 90 (15%) had never experienced such a program. When I
examined the years of teaching experience of those participants, I found the majority had
taught fewer than 3 years, but 11 respondents (2%) had spent more than 20 years in the
classroom. Teachers are required to continue their professional education throughout their
careers, so those who have taught longer would have attended more education. According
to Chung (2007), there were four types of programs that could meet the requirements of
the professional development of public preschool teachers: general inservice education,
teaching renewal education, certificate education, and study-abroad education. General
inservice education requires more than 10 days and 60 hours, and teaching renewal
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education requires from 4 to 30 hours. In order to get an upper-level teaching certificate,
teachers must attend certificate education programs for 30 to 180 hours. As for the
remaining professional development education program, few teachers have the
opportunity to study abroad. Teachers also may have opportunities to participate in other
kinds of teacher education programs outside the public system. Although a certain
number of inservice education hours are required for public preschool teachers, the
results indicate that teachers are more likely to attend nonmusic workshops. Further study
of whether music workshops were available as an option and the reasons teachers did not
attend music workshops is warranted.
Regarding workshop topics, teachers reported attending the most education in
movement and expression and the least in instructional assessment. This corresponds
with responses indicating that half of teachers did not include assessment in the music
curriculum. One might conclude that teachers had the least opportunity to attend
assessment-related workshops, although it could be that teachers lack interest in the topic.
Perhaps there is a lack of professionals to teach assessment methods. Further
investigation into this issue could provide useful information for professional
development planning.
The majority of respondents stated that the workshops were helpful or more than
a little helpful. Because of this, as well as their high interest in music education,
providing teachers with more opportunities for quality music education could be an
important contribution to music education in preschools. The three most requested
workshop topics were music appreciation, playing instruments, and movement and
expression. And, as discussed earlier, teachers reported that playing instruments and
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music appreciation occur less frequently in their classrooms than other music activities.
Furthermore, participants indicated the lack of ideas as their most difficult problem when
teaching music activities. These responses point to reasons for the lack of variety in the
preschool music curriculum. It may be that teachers rely mainly on singing activities
because they find it difficult to teach music appreciation and how to play instruments;
their limited skills may affect their ability to devise different activities. Ironically, a high
rate of teachers stated they had experienced workshops about music appreciation and
playing instruments; perhaps respondents did not find the particular workshops they
attended to be helpful or applicable to their preschool setting. Further investigation
through interviews and journaling is recommended to better understand the reasons for
teachers’ requests for workshops, to develop a relevant teacher education program.
Moreover, an examination is warranted regarding the frequency, duration, and dates of
the workshops they have attended.
The majority of teachers wanted to purchase materials and financial support from
the center. 39% of teachers, however, wanted time support from the center to attend
workshops; this support would include early dismissal or employing a substitute teacher.
Given the preference for time support, this may be more possible for centers to provide
because substitute teachers could be the principal or Educare teachers, so it might not be
necessary to use additional funds. Additionally, teachers requested a spacious music room,
a finding that paralleled results of a previous study (Nardo et al., 2006). It is apparent that
teachers would willingly attend workshops if their preschools allowed them time, and
that they need their centers to purchase instructional materials and equipment so they can
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apply music methods they have learned, preferably in a physical setting that offers
adequate space for various kinds of activities such as movement.
Respondents looked beyond their immediate situation and provided many
suggestions to improve music courses for teacher education at the college level. More
specifically, participants wanted to have taken courses in methodology and general music
education, a finding consistent with the implication of Kelly’s (1998) assertion that
teachers wish for pedagogical strategies directly applicable to teaching. Some responses
in the present study revealed, as Nardo (2001) suggested, the need for integration with
other learning areas. Saunders and Baker (1991) advised that “undergraduate music
courses for preservice classroom teachers should include also guidance in exploring
methods and materials for integrating music into other subject areas” (p. 260). With
regard to methodology, singing and listening activities (music appreciation) were topics
the respondents wished they had studied in preservice programs. They wanted to know
how to teach singing as well how to sing for themselves. Teachers revealed a need for
music instruction that is more sophisticated and varied than currently offered in
workshops and college courses. Although teachers’ requests focused primarily on
methodology, courses for basic music skill should not be overlooked as part of a teacher
education program, because basic knowledge is a prerequisite of preparation for quality
music instructional methodology (Campbell & Scott-Kassner, 2002). Music educators
should examine their programs to be sure they are providing practical and integrated
music instruction for preservice and inservice teacher edudcation programs. In light of
this study, further investigation of current undergraduate courses in South Korea related
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to early childhood music education could provide valuable information to strengthen
teacher preparation programs.
My interest in this study was focused on teachers’ difficulties and their problems
with teaching music in their current situations. However, further investigation to ask
teachers what is going well in the current music practices of preschools would also
provide helpful information upon which to build teacher education programs.
Although singing was the most frequently conducted music activity, teachers
reported they need to learn how to choose developmentally appropriate songs for children
and how to teach those songs. To enrich music class with various repertoires, I encourage
emerging and/or established composers to write more new children’s songs. Furthermore,
because teachers in this study have indicated substantial demand for Korean traditional
music, it would be valuable to investigate and disseminate more Korean folk songs and
traditional children’s songs to them. Music educators may need to provide more varied
and more practical singing preparation for teachers.

Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research
To promote effective distribution and data gathering in this nationwide study, the
survey was conducted online. The online method was selected to provide convenient
access to, and confidentiality for, preschool teachers. However, this study used only the
online survey and therefore has several limitations.
According to Wang and Sogin (1997), the actual duration of music activities
might differ from teachers’ own reports, because they found that time was often
overestimated. Thus, because my survey was based on teachers’ perceptions, it is possible
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the reported time exceeds actual time spent on music practices. If the methods of this
study had included observations, field notes, and videotapes, it would have provided
more information in this regard, so further investigation is suggested that is qualitative in
nature. However, online surveys offer an advantage for a large sample. Therefore,
additional study is warranted that combines survey, observation, and interviews with
teachers for a more in-depth examination of music practices and teachers’ needs.
This study originally attempted to compare provinces; however, this could not be
achieved due to uneven sampling. Because a much smaller percentage of the population
replied from some provinces than from others, I could not compare responses as a
representative sample of each province. A comparative study among provinces with data
from even sampling may be a valuable topic for future study.
This study did not conduct cross-analysis between items because the main intent
of the research was not to compare items but to examine the overall current practices in
public preschools. However, it might be desirable to compare statistically such items as
differences among teachers’ levels of experience or difference between full-time and parttime classes. Because several similar studies have been conducted in different countries, a
cross-cultural study would be worth undertaking to compare current music practices
among preschools around the globe.

Implications for Early Childhood Music Education
The present study provided a nationwide picture of current music practices and
teachers’ needs in public preschools of South Korea. The results provided several
implications for early childhood music education in South Korea.
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The music practices of public preschools in South Korea is conducted primarily
by classroom teachers, so thorough early childhood music education should be provided
in preservice teacher education programs. In response to my survey, current teachers
expressed the belief that more varied and applicable music education courses may be
warranted in teacher education programs. Beyond piano accompaniment class, various
instruments such as a guitar, small percussion instruments, and/or Orff instruments could
be desirable to help teachers in preschool settings. Before more definitive conclusions
can be drawn about preservice education, future research to investigate current preservice
programs in early childhood education is recommended.
Although the most frequent music activity in preschools was singing, teachers
indicated difficulties with methodology and song selection. Responses about music
centers presented a similar contrast: Although many classrooms had individual music
centers, teachers stated they lacked ideas to plan and organize their centers. Teachers
indicated that there were noise problems and a need for an integrated curriculum. Music
educators should make an effort to create models of developmentally appropriate music
centers for individual music experiences, so that one part of an integrated learning center
that does not disturb others in the classroom.
Teachers’ high demand for and interest in music education were encouraging. Yet,
in spite of their interest, they revealed a lack of ideas with regard to teaching music.
Teachers suggested that more applicable and various methodology courses for preservice
and inservice teacher education programs would be desirable. Also, respondents wanted
to know more children’s songs and reported insufficient availability of music sources and
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composers. More children’s songs should be provided to enrich music class with various
repertoires.
It would be effective for music educators and early childhood educators to
collaborate. In Korea, there are far fewer music education departments than early
childhood education departments at the college level, so professionals who lead teacher
education programs might benefit from efforts to involve early childhood music
educators more actively. Authors of a previous study (Nardo et al., 2006) also
recommended collaboration between music educators and early childhood educators.
In general, based on the data collected about teachers needs, music requirements
for teacher education programs should be certain to include various teaching approaches
and repertoires; balanced experiences with singing, playing, moving, listening, and
creating; and development of the preservice teachers’ own musical skills. Also, the
teachers’ great desire to learn about music education implies that increasing the number
of professional early childhood music educators is imperative.

Conclusion
Early childhood is considered a golden age for music education because it is a
critical period of development (Levinowitz, 2001). Children should have the benefit of
music experiences at home, and developmentally appropriate music experiences should
be provided by preschool, in order to encourage further music development.
Music time should be enjoyable for young children, because that experience may
shape their future attitudes toward music. Early music experiences provide a foundation
for later years, so individuals can enrich their lives with music through adulthood.
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However, music should be more than a reaction to spontaneous behavior in the
educational setting. Planned educational content with developmentally appropriate
objectives should be provided. Teachers should plan their music curriculum to meet
objectives, not merely to keep children occupied. Music educators should provide teacher
education programs that teach thorough and integrated music instruction.
This study projects an encouraging future for early childhood music education
due to the public preschool teachers’ positive responses toward early childhood music
education. Although currently there are several difficulties with conducting music classes
in Korean preschools, it is my hope that early childhood educators will examine, and
possibly reorganize, the courses for preservice teacher education programs by
collaborating with music educators, and that music educators will provide various
education programs for inservice teachers based on the findings of this study. All children
have musical potential; therefore, all children have the right to quality music education
during the early childhood years.
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APPENDIX A

Survey Questionnaire, Korean Version
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선생님께

안녕하십니까? 저는 미주리 주립대학 (University of Missouri-Columbia)에 Dr. Wendy Sims
의 지도 아래 박사과정 중인 이영애입니다. 저는 현재 “우리나라 공립 유치원에서 행해지고
있는 유아 음악 교육의 실제”라는 주제로 연구를 진행하고 있습니다. 귀 유치원은 전국 대상
무선 표집에 의
해 선택되었습니다.

본 연구는 연구를 위한 목적으로만 사용될 것입니다. 선생님의 답변은 유아 음악교육 실제에
대한 음악 교육가들의 이해를 돕고 유아 교사를 위한 교육 프로그램을 개발하는데 중요한
자료가 될 것입니다. 본 설문은 20분정도의 시간이 소요되리라 예상되며 선생님의 참여는 본
연구에 큰 보탬이 될 것입니다.

모든 참여는 자발적으로 이루어 지며 언제라도 연구에 참여하신 것을 철회하실 수 있습니다.
이 연구에서 수집된 모든 정보는 익명으로 처리됩니다. 귀 유치원의 이름이 드러나지 않도록
최선을 다할 것입니다.

협조해 주셔서 진심으로 감사드립니다. 본 연구에 관하여 질문이 있으시면 언제든지 저 (xxxx- xxx - xxxx)에게 연락주십시오 (xxx @xxx.edu). 또한 저의 지도 교수님이신 Dr. Wendy
Sims, (x-xxx-xxx-xxxx) 또는 xxx @xxxx.edu로 연락 주십시오. 참여자로서의 권리에 관한
질문이 있으시면 Campus Institution of Review board (x-xxx-xxx-xxxx)로 연락을 주십시오.
선생님의 참여는 유아음악교육 발전에 소중한 보탬이 될 것입니다.
바쁘신 와중에도 협조해 주신 데에 대해 다시 한 번 진심으로 감사합니다.

이영애
미주리

대학교

박사과정
음악교육 전공

나는

본

연구의

목적,

방법과

용도를

이해였으며

참여에 동의합니다. 이제 설문을 시작하겠습니다.
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참여자로서의

권리를

숙지하였습니다.

다음의

질문을

읽고

선생님의

현재

유치원에

가장

알맞은

내용을

고르십시오.

유치원 전반에 관한 질문 문항 (1-6)

1. 선생님께서 근무하시는 교육기관이 위치한 곳은 어디입니까?

서울

부산

대구

광주

대전

인천

울산

경기

강원

충남

충북

경남

경북

전남

전북

제주

2. 우리 반은

반일반

종일반(에듀케어)

3. 현재 가르치고 있는 유아들의 연령은?(해당 사항에 모두 표시 하세요)

만 3세

만 4세

만 5세

4. 현재 담임하고 있는 학급에 몇 명의 유아들과 선생님이 있습니까? (에듀케어 및 보조교사 포함)

유아

명 교사

명

5. 우리 반 아이들의 경제적 수준은 대체적으로 어떠한지 해당사항에 모두 표시 하세요.

저소득층

중산층

고소득층

6. 현재 근무하시는 유치원의 규모는

큰 편 (10 학급이상)

보통 4학급 이상 (10학급 미만)

작은편 (4학급 미만)
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음악 전문 교사에 관한 질문 문항 (7-9)
7. 선생님의 유치원에는 별도의 음악지도 교사가 있습니까?

예

아니오

8~9. 위 7번 문항의 응답 상황에 따라 내용이 달라집니다.

음악 교육 과정 및 교육 계획 관련 질문 문항 (10-12)

10. 주간계획을 세우실 때 어느 정도 대집단 음악활동을 포함 시키시나요?

주 1회

주 2회

주 3회-4회

매일

전혀 넣지 않는다.

11. 계획된 대집단 음악활동 시간은 대략 한 번에 몇 분 동안 지속되나요?

0-15분

16-30분

31-45분

46분 이상

12. 실제 음악활동 시간은 1 주일에 몇 번 이루어지나요?

주1회

주2회

주3회

주4회

주5회 이상

0번

교육 목표 및 수업 내용 문항 (13-23)

13. 선생님께 교육과정에 음악을 포함시킬 때 다음의 요소들은 어느정도 중요합니까?
매우
중요함
1) 다른 영역의 이해 및 발달을 돕기 위해 (수학, 미술등)
2) 사회성 발달을 위해
3) 신체 발달을 위해
4) 유아의 언어 발달을 위해
5) 유아의 자존감 형성 및 발달을 위해
6) 유아에게 즐거움을 주는 유희, 오락적 목적
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중요함

조금
중요함

별로

전혀

중요하지 중요하지
않다

않다

7) 음악성을 기르기 위해
8) 전통 문화 전승을 위해
9) 기타

14. 음악활동을 계획하실 때 기준으로 삼는 항목의 중요도를 표시하세요.
매우
중요함

중요함

조금
중요함

별로

전혀

중요하지 중요하지
않다

않다

별로

전혀

1) 교육활동 자료집을 참고하여
2) 그 주 주제에 맞춰서
3) 그 때 그 때 유아들의 요구에 따라
4) 음악 이론을 기준으로
5) 유치원 고유의 교육과정에 맞춰서(예;몬테소리 교육과정 등)
6) 제 6차 또는 7차 유치원 교육과정에 준하여
7) 기타

15. 음악 수업시 고려하시는 교육 목표의 중요도를 표시하세요.
매우
중요함
1) 음개념(예;리듬감 또는 음감)을 발달시킨다.
2) 음악을 통해 신체 표현력을 기른다.
3) 악기 연주와 관련된 기술을 익힌다.
4) 음악을 즐긴다
5) 음악을 이용해 다른 영역의 발달을 돕는다.
6) 자유 연주나 악기탐색을 통해 창의적 표현력을 기른다.
7) 기타

16. 음악 수업(대집단 활동)시 다음의 활동은 어느 정도 이루어지나요?
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중요함

조금
중요함

중요하지 중요하지
않다

않다

매일

주

주

3-4회 1-2회

월

연

전혀

1회

1회

하지 않음

월

연

전혀

1회

1회

하지 않음

1) 감상 활동
2) 노래 활동
3) 동작 및 신체표현 활동
4) 악기 연주 활동 (즉흥연주 포함)
5) 음개념 활동
6) 음악극 활동
7) 손유희 활동
8) 기타

17. 노래 지도는 어떻게 이루어 지나요?
매일
1) 교사의 피아노 (키보드) 반주에 맞춰 노래하기
2) 기타나 오토 하프 반주에 맞춰 노래하기
3) CD 반주에 맞춰 노래하기
4) 무반주로 노래하기
5) 기타

18. 노래 선곡은 주로 어떻게 하십니까?

그 주 주제에 맞춰
동요집을 참고로 하여
음 개념 교육에 맞춰
좋은 곡을 알게 되어서
기타
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주

주

3-4회 1-2회

19. 1년 중 음악 수업에서 지도하시는 동요중 어느정도 다음의 동요들이 포함 됩니까?
매일

주

주

3-4회

1-2회

월 1회

연 1회

전혀
하지 않음

1) 김성균 동요
2) 영어 동요
3) 육영회 동요
4) 전래 동요
5) 창작 동요
6) 기타

20.

선생님의
예

반에는

계획된

음악

아니요

21. 위 20번 문항의 응답 상황에 따라 내용이 달라집니다.

건반 악기

노래책

오디오 카세트 또는 CD 플레이어

마이크

리듬악기

기타

22. 자유선택활동 계획 시 어느 정도 음악 영역활동을 고려하여 계획하십니까?

매주 계획한다

가끔 특별할 때만 계획한다

전혀 고려 안 한다

23. 교육 계획을 세우실 때 음악 활동 평가를 포함시키십니까?

예

아니오
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영역이

있나요?

음악 관련 장비,자료에 관한 질문 문항 (24-29)

24. 선생님의 반에서 사용 가능한 음악관련 장비는 무엇입니까?
노래 책

리듬 악기

리코더

CD 플레이어나 오디오 카세트

실로폰

오선 칠판

음감벨

음악교육 활동 또는 관련 퍼펫이나 인형

음악관련 소프트 웨어

음악관련 DVD 또는 비디오

음악활동 책이나 음악관련 이야기 책

작곡가 사진

전자 키보드

전통 악기 (장구, 소고, 북)

컴퓨터

피아노

기타

25.유아들이 자유 선택 활동 시 연주 또는 사용할 수 있는 악기나 장비를 모두 고르세요
리듬 악기

실로폰이나 피리

전자 키보드

전통 악기 (장구, 북, 소고…)

CD 나 카세트 플레이어

피아노

기타

26. 음악 수업 시 가장 자주 사용하는 악기나 장비는 무엇입니까?
리듬 악기

실로폰이나 피리

전자 키보드

전통 악기 (장구, 북, 소고...)

CD 나 카세트 플레이어

피아노

기타

27. 선생님이 개인적으로 좋아하시는 음악장르는 어느 것입니까?
가요

경음악

국악

클래식

팝송

기타

재즈

28. 올 한해 교실에서 가장 많이 사용하신 CD나 카세트 테잎의 제목과 작곡가를 3개만 써주세요.

제목 / 작곡가
1)
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2)
3)

29. 선생님께서는 언제 주로 위에 열거하신 CD를 이용하십니까?(해당하는 것에 모두 표시하십시오)
낮잠시간

대집단 활동 시간

등원 시간

자유선택활동 시간

정리 시간

기타

음악교사 교육 관련 질문 문항 (30-39)

30. 음악활동 지도 시 다음의 사항들에 대한 어려움을 어느 정도 느끼십니까?
매우
부족함을

부족함을
느낀다

느낀다

약간
부족함을
느낀다

거의
부족함을
느끼지

전혀
어려움

않는다

없다

1) 노래에 대한 자신감 부족
2) 자료 부족
3) 장비부족
4) 아이디어 부족
5) 악기기술에 대한 자신감 부족
6) 기타

31.

유아
9회

32.

만약

음악교육
이상
유아

관련

강습회나

6-8회
음악교육

관련

연수에

4-5회
강습회나

연수에

몇

번

정도

2-3회
참석하셨다면,

1회
어떤

( 모두 고르시오)
감상 활동

교수-학습방법 평가

노래 지도

신체 표현

악기교육

유아 음악교육 이론 및 교수 방법

음악교육의 전반적인 내용

기타
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참가해

종류의

보셨습니까?
전혀

없다

강습회였습니까?

33. 참석하셨던 강습회나 연수가 실제 음악 수업 지도 시 얼마나 도움이 되었습니까?

매우 도움이 되었다.
도움이 되었다.
약간 도움이 되었다.
거의 도움이 되지 않았다.
전혀 도움이 되지 않았다.

34. 향후 받고 싶은 음악교육관련 연수가 있다면 무엇입니까?(해당 사항에 모두 표시 하십시오)
감상 활동

교수-학습방법 평가

노래 지도

신체 표현

악기교육

유아 음악교육 이론 및 교수 방법

음악교육의 전반적인 내용

기타

35. 귀 유치원은 교사의 음악관련 워크샵 (연수) 참가를 위해 어떤 지원을 해 주는 편입니까?
(모두 고르시오)

36.

시간상 배려 (조퇴 및 출장)

재정적 배려 (등록비 지원)

전혀 지원 안 한다.

기타

유치원으로부터
교재구입

어떤

지원

음악

수업

시간상

관련

지원이

배려

필요하다고
재정적

지원

생각하십니까?

(모두

고르시오)

기타

37. 현직 유아교사로서 유아 교사 교육 프로그램 (대학)에서 꼭 다루었으면 하는 음악관련 수업 과목을
구체적으로 써 주십시오.

38. 선생님의 교수 경험으로 볼 때 음악수업의 가장 큰 장점은 무엇이라고 생각 하십니까?
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39.우리 나라의 유아 음악교육 발전을 위해 어떤 점을 개선해야 할지 선생님 의견을 써 주세요

교사에 관한 일반적 질문 문항 (40-42)

40. 교사 근무 경력?

년

41. 선생님의 유아교육 관련 교육 경력은?

고졸
보육교사교육원(1년 이하)
2년제 대학
3년제 대학
4년제 대학
석사
박사

42. 선생님의 전공은?

유아교육
아동학
초등 교육
유아특수교육
아동 복지학
기독교 교육
기타 (직접 기술하여 주십시오)

선생님의 귀중한 시간과 답변은 유아음악교육 발전에 기여할 것입니다.
진심으로 감사 드립니다.
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APPENDIX B
Survey Questionnaire, English Version
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Dear Teacher

My name is Youngae Lee, a doctoral student under the direction of Dr. Wendy Sims at the
University of Missouri-Columbia in the United States. I am conducting a research study to
investigate music practices in preschools of South Korea. Your school has been randomly
selected from 16 provinces in South Korea.

This project will be used only for educational purposes. To share the data you have provided
will help music educators' understanding of music practices in preschools and assist us to
develop teacher education programs. It may take about 20 minutes and your participation
would be greatly appreciated.

Since this study is completely voluntary, you are free to withdraw at any time without any
consequences.

All records and information collected in this study will be confidential. I will do my best to
maintain confidentiality by concealing your school's identity.

Thank you for your assistance. If you have any questions regarding the study, please contact
me, Youngae Lee, at (x-xxx) xxx-xxxx or xxx @xxx.edu. You may also contact my
faculty advisor, Dr. Wendy Sims, at (x-xxx) xxx-xxxx or xxx@xxxx.edu. If you have
questions regarding your right as a participant in research, please feel free to contact the
Campus Institutional Review Board at (x-xxx) xxx-xxxx.

Sincerely

Youngae Lee
Doctoral student at University of Missouri-Columbia
Music Education
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I understand the goals, methods, and use of this study.
I understand my right as a participant and I agree with participation of this study.
General information on your school's program Questions (1-6)

1. Where is your school located?

Seoul

Busan

Taegu

Kwangju

Taejon

Incheon

Ulsan

Gyeonggi

Gangwon

Chungnam

Chungbuk

Gyeongnam

Gyeongbuk

Jeonnam

Jeonbuk

cheju

2. Your classroom is

Half-day

Program

Full-day

Program

3. How old are the children in your classroom? (circle all that apply)

Age 3
3.

Age 4

Age 5

How many children and teachers are currently in your class?

Children

5.

The

Teachers

families

Low-income

of

children

in

Middle-income

my

classroom

Upper-income

My school´s size is

Large (more than 10 classes)

Medium (4 to 10 classes)

Small (under 4 classes)
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are

mostly

(circle

all

that

apply)

.

.
Music specialist(s) involved in program Questions (7 - 9)

7. Does your center employ a music teacher?

Yes

No (go to 10)

8. Who is employed to teach music?

Music teacher-part time at the center

Music teacher-full time at the center

Teacher at the center - part time

Teacher at the center – full time

Volunteer

Other

9. What was the music teacher´s major?

Early Childhood education

Music (voice)

Music (instrument)

Other

Schedule Questions (10 -12)

10. How often does your lesson plan include group music activities?
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Once a week

Twice a week

Daily

Never

Three to four times a week

11. How long do the planned music activities last?

0-15 minutes

16-30 minutes

31-45 minutes

More than 46 minutes

12. How often do spontaneous music activities occur in the circle time?

Once a week

Twice a week

Three times a week

Four times a week

More than Five times

Never

Objectives and content of music activity Questions (13-23)

13. How important is each of these reasons for including music in your curriculum?

1:Very important 2:Important 3:Somewhat important 4:A little important 5:Not a problem
1
1) To help with development of other areas (Math, Art etc.)
2) To develop the child's social skills
3) To develop the child's physical development
4) To develop the child's language development
5) To develop the child's self-esteem
6) For enjoyment and recreation
7) To develop musicianship
8) To promote cultural heritage
9) Other
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2

3

4

5

14. How important are the following considerations in planning your music curriculum?

1:Very important 2:Important 3:Somewhat important 4:A little difficult 5:Not a problem
1

2

3

4

5

1) Music activity books
2) Weekly theme
3) Children's needs
4) Music theory
5) Preschools' special curriculum (ex: Montessori curriculum)
6) National Curriculum for Pre-Kindergarten (6th or 7th edition)
7) Other

15. How important are the following objectives in planning your music curriculum?

1:Very important 2:Important 3:Somewhat important 4:A little difficult 5:Not a problem
1
1) To develop music concepts
2) To develop physical expression through music activity
3) To learn musical skills about playing instruments
4) To enjoy music
5) To help with development of other areas
(language, cognitive, physical, etc.) through music activities
6) To develop creativity through improvisation and exploration
7) Other
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2

3

4

5

16. How often do the following activities occur in the circle time?

1:Daily 2:3-4 times/week 3:1-2 times/week 4:Monthly 5:Yearly 6:Not at all
1

2

3

4

5

6

1) Music appreciation
2) Singing
3) Movement
4) Playing Instruments including improvisation)
5) Learning music concepts (elements)
6) Music drama
7) Finger play
8) Other

17. How do you teach the children to sing?

1:Daily 2:3-4 times/week 3:1-2 times/week 4:Monthly 5:Yearly 6:Not at all
1
1) Singing with piano (keyboard) accompaniment
2) Singing with guitar or autoharp accompaniment
3) Singing with CD
4) Singing with no accompaniment
5) Other

18. How do you choose the songs for singing activities?

To complement a weekly theme

Because I have a children´s song book
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2

3

4

5

6

To teach a music concept

I found a good song

Other

19. How often do your students sing the following songs during a music class each year?

1:Daily 2:3-4 times/week 3:1-2 times/week 4:Monthly 5:Yearly 6:Never
1

2

3

4

5

6

1) Children song by Kim SungGyun
2) English Children song
3) Children song by Yook Young Hoi
4) Korean Folk song
5) Composition Awarded Children song
6) Other

20.

Do
Yes

you

have

a

planned

music

center

No (go to 22)

21. What kinds of materials are there in the music center?

Keyboard

Song books

Microphone

Rhythm instruments

Records or Cassette and CD player
Other

22. How often do you plan music as a free-choice activity?

Weekly

Sometimes

Never
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in

your

classroom?

23. Do you include the assessment of music activity when you plan general curriculum?
Yes

No
Materials and equipment. Questions (24-29)

24. Please circle all of the materials and equipment that you use in your classroom.
Song books

Rhythm instruments

Recorder

CD player or Cassette player

Xylophone

Music board (5 lines)

Pitch bells

Music props and puppet

Music educational software

DVDs or Videotapes for music education

Music activity books or story books related to music

Composer pictures

Electronic keyboard
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Korean traditional drums (Jang-gu, Pook, and So-go)

Computer

Piano

Other

25. Please circle all that apply if the children are allowed to play these instruments, or use the
equipment in the free-choice playtime

Rhythm instruments

Xylophone or recorders

Keyboards

Korean Traditional drums (Jang-gu, Pook, and So-go)

CD player or cassette player

Piano

Other

26. Which one is the most frequently used for a music group activity?

Rhythm instruments

Xylophone or recorders

Keyboards
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Korean Traditional drums (Jang-gu, Pook, and So-go)

CD player or cassette player

Piano

Other

27. What is your favorite style in music?

Korean pop song

Light classic

Korean traditional music

Classic

Pop song

Other

Jazz

28. Please list 3 CDs that you most frequently used this year by title and composers.

1)

2)

3)

29. When do you usually use the CDs you have listed above? (Circle all that apply)

Naptime

Group activity time

Morning starting time

Free-choice play time

Clean-up time

Other
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Teacher education and workshop Questions (30-39)

30. How much is each of these a problem for you when you teach music?

1:Very difficult 2:Difficult 3:Somewhat difficult 4:A little difficult 5:Not a problem
1

2

1) Lack of confidence in your singing skills
2) Lack of materials
3) Lack of equipment
4) Lack of ideas
5) Lack of confidence in your playing instrument skills
6) Other

31. How many times have you attended a music education program or workshop?

More than nine times

Six to eight times

Four to five times

Twice to three times

Once

Never (go to 34)

32. What kind of workshops have you attended? (Circle all of them)

Music appreciation

Assessment for instruction

Singing

Movement and expression

Playing instrument
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3

4

5

Early Childhood music education and methodology

General music education

Other

33. How helpful were the workshops to your teaching of music?

Very helpful

Helpful

A little helpful

Not at all

Somewhat helpful

34. What kind of workshops do you want to attend in the future? (Circle all that apply)

Music appreciation

Assessment for instruction

Singing

Movement and expression

Playing instrument

Early Childhood music education and methodology

General music education

Other
35. In what ways does your center support you attending workshops related to music education?
(Circle all that apply)
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Time support (early dismissal or substitute teacher)

Financial support (Registration, transportation)

Not at all

Other

36. What kind of support do you want to get from the center? (Circle all that apply)

Purchase materials

Time support

Financial support

Other

37. Please write down any class related to music you wish you had in undergraduate courses as a
current preschool teacher.

38. According to your teaching experience, what do you believe is the greatest benefit of music
education in preschools?

39. Please feel free to write suggestions to improve music education in preschool in Korea.
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Professional information Questions (40-42)

40.

How

many

years

have

you

worked

as

an

early

childhood

Years

41. What is the highest degree related to early childhood education you hold?

High school

Day care teacher education center

2 Year college

3 Year college

4 Year university

Master´s degree

Doctoral degree

42. What did your teacher certification program focus on?

Early childhood education

Child development/ Family studies

Elementary education

Early childhood special education

Social work
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education

teacher?

Christian Education

Other

We appreciate your support.
Your answers will contribute to development of early childhood music education.
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Campus Institutional Review Board Approval Form
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Comment Number: 190972 (05-22-2008)
Exempt Approval Letter sent on May 22, 2008:
To: -[xxx@xxxx.edu], [xxx@xxxx.edu]
BCC: [xxx@xxxx.edu]
Subject: Campus IRB Exempt Approval Letter: IRB # 1115697

Dear Investigator:
Your human subject research project entitled Musical Practices in Public Preschools of
South Korea. was reviewed and APPROVED as "Exempt" on May 22, 2008 and will
expire on May 22, 2009. Research activities approved at this level are eligible for
exemption from some federal IRB requirements. Although you will not be required to
submit the annual Continuing Review Report, your approval will be contingent upon
your agreement to annually submit the "Annual Exempt Research Certification" form
to maintain current IRB approval. You must submit the "Annual Exempt Research
Certification" form by April 07, 2009 to provide enough time for review and avoid
delays in the IRB process. Failure to timely submit the certification form by the
deadline will result in automatic expiration of IRB approval. See form:
(http://irb.missouri.edu/eirb/)
If you wish to revise your activities, you do not need to submit an Amendment
Application. You must contact the Campus IRB office for a determination of whether
the proposed changes will continue to qualify for exempt status. You will be expected
to provide a brief written description of the proposed revisions and how it will impact
the risks to subject participants. The Campus IRB will provide a written
determination of whether the proposed revisions change from exemption to expedite
or full board review status. If the activities no longer qualify for exemption, as a
result of the proposed revisions, an expedited or full board IRB application must be
submitted to the Campus IRB. The investigator may not proceed with the proposed
revisions until IRB approval is granted.
Please be aware that all human subject research activities must receive prior
approval by the IRB prior to initiation, regardless of the review level status. If you
have any questions regarding the IRB process, do not hesitate to contact the
Campus IRB office at [phone number].
Campus Institutional Review Board
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Permission Letter from the Director of the Korean Public Preschool
Association
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This is the permission letter from the Korean Public Preschool Association.
This letter was originally sent by e-mail. Its content follows:

To whom may concern:

I, XXX, a director of Public Preschool Association in Korea, would like to give
permission
to the public preschool teachers for Youngae Lee's participation in the on-line
survey.
All participations will be teachers under the public preschool association. I will
ask the
directors of each province to distribute.
The survey through the public preschool online systems, but will not require it. I
will not monitor participation in any manner.
Please let me know if you have any questions.

5/22/08

Dr. XXX
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Standards for Equipment in the Public School (No. 4)
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Standards for Equipment in Kindergarten (No. 4)

Materials &
equipment
Rhythm
instruments

Melody
instrument
Keyboard
instruments
Korean
traditional
instruments
Music
appreciation
CDs/tapes
Movement &
Expression

Kinds of
materials

Requirement
Mandatory

Big drum, small drum,
cymbal, shakers,
triangle, maracas,
woodblocks, rhythm
sticks, etc.

More than 5
kinds per
school

Melodian, xylophone,
harmonica, handbells

Three kinds
per school

Piano or organ
(electronic keyboard)

One per class

Puk, Jang-gu, Quangari,
So-go, Peri

One per school

Children song
collections, classical
music, marching music,
etc.
Rhythm sticks, ribbon
sticks, Han-Sam

Three kinds
per school

X

X
X
X

X

One per school

X

Source: M.H. Lee (2005). Translated by Youngae Lee.
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